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Memphis Makes A Big Hit With Humphrey's!
Boy Flees Home After
Dad, 39, Fires Twice
A 39-year-old father, who used
a .22 rifle to discipline his teen-
age son early Sunday morning,
was charged with assault and
battery and shooting inside the
city when he appeared in City
Court on Monday.
David Russell, Sr., of 872-E
Porter st., was arrested on Sun-
day morning in his home after
his wife carried their son,
David Russell, Jr., la, to John
Gaston hospital suffering from
bullet wounds in both knees.
According to the victim's
mother, she came home from
work about 6 a.m., and was
asked by her husband whether
David, Jr., had come home.
The elder Russell said t h e
yotith would not mind him and
had remained out of the house
all night.
When he learned that his son
was already upstairs, the father
got a .22 rifle that he kept be-
hind the water heater in the
kitchen, and told his wife that
he was going to "fix him."
'SCARED HIM'
Mrs. Russell said that after
her husband went upstairs, she
heard two rifle shots, and her
husband came back down and I .
told her he had just used it to
scare the boy.
She said that she ran up-
stairs, saw blood in the room,
and was told by the other chil-
dren that David Jr., had been
shot, and that he had escaped
by jumping out of a window.
Mrs. Russell went searching
for the youth, and after finding
him on Provine st., hailed a
cab and carried him to John
Gaston hospital.
Police said that the boy's
father had been on an all-night
drinking spree before the shoot-
ing.
The victim, who will recover,
is a student at Porter Junior
High school.
The Russell's apartment is
in the Le.Moyne Gardens hous-
ing project.
Slayer Of Wife, 3 Kids
On 'Most Wanted' List
James Vernon Taylor, a
former mental hospital inmate
with a 25-year criminal record,
highlighted by violence, includ-
ing the brutal mutilation slay-
ing of his wife and three chil-
dren, is on the FBI's list of
"Ten Most Wanted Fugitives."
On the night of Jan. 22 or 23,
1966, Taylor allegedly brutally
beat and stabbed to death his
23-year-old wife and also mur-
dered his 18-month-old son and
two daughters, aged five and
three.
The wife was stabbed num-
erous times, beaten viciously
about the head and her throat
slashed. The four victims were
discovered on the morning of
Jan. 24 in their Baltimore, Md.,
apartment.
Taylor was charged with mur-
der, and when investigation
showed he had fled interstate,
FBI assistance to locate him
was requested. A Federal war-
rant charging him with inter-
state flight to avoid prosecu-
tion for murder was issued in
Baltimore on Jan. 28.
25-YEAR RECORD
He has a 25-year criminal rec-
ord highlighted by crimes of "True
violence. He has been convict-
ed for assault and robbery,
burglary, larceny, robbery, dis-
orderly conduct and discharg-
ing firearms. He has been con-
fined to mental hospitals on
several occasions.
Taylor was in the Army be-
tween 1941 and 1946, and was
court martialed on several oc-
casions, once for reportedly re-
fusing to draw arms for com-
bat duty.
A Negro American who was
born in Baltimore on Nov. 10,
1922, he is five-feet-10 inches
Call, weighs 163 pounds, has
brown eyes, black hair, a me-
dium build and a light corn-
Civic Ward Prexy
Patient At Crump
0. D. Dotson, president of the
14th Ward Civic club, is con-
fined to E. H. Crump Memorial
hospital, and expects to be there
for eight or f0 days.
Mr. Dotson, who lives at 1089
Beach and is a member of the
executive board of the local
NAACP branch, entered t h e
hospital on last Saturday.
He is employed at Interna-
tional Harvester.
GRE141ING THE VISITORS—Memphians are seen greet-
ing NiA.-e President Humphrey and Congressman George
Grider following a luncheon given for him by Future Mem-
_
,plexion.
He has a scar on his left el-
bow, scars on both legs, a scar
i pendectomy scar. Tattooed on Minister Attends GOPon his left knee and an ap-I
'the upper part of his left arm
phis, Inc. Seen here passing speaker's table on top floor
I of Holiday Inn's Rivermont are Rufus Jones, insurance Otte-
,
•
are a heart, ribbon, arrow andl
the name "Clarice." Tattooed W
on his right forearm are a
heart, a ribbon and the words
JAMES VERNON TAYLOR
Love" and "Teensy."
EXPERT wrrn PISTOL
Taylor has worked as a bak-
er's helper, bellhop, bus boy,
dishwasher, doorman, gardener,
hospital orderly, laborer and
truck loader. He reportedly likes
to watch westerns on television,
has imitated cowboys, is an ex-
pert pistol shot, likes to read,
drinks beer, reads palms and
horoscopes, and has used dis-
guises. At times he has dress-
ed as a woman.
Taylor should be considered
armed and extremely
dangerous. Anyone having in-
formation should call the near-
st office of the FBI, the tele-
phone number of which may be
found on the first page of the
local directory.
Nuclear Curbs As
Far Off As Ever
GENEVA (UPI) — The 17-na-
tion disarmament conference
concluded the first, 10-week
phase of its 1966 session with
America and Russia as far
apart as ever on new steps to
curb the nuclear threat.
Delegates broke up for a
brief Easter recess, deciding
to the negotiating table April
14,
or s op In
Rev. Claude Smith, Jr., pas-
'tor of the Prospect Park Bap-
tist church, returned home last,
week after attending a cam-
paign training school sponsored
by the National Republican
Party at Callaway, Ga.
Also present for the session
was W. Slater Hollis, a Memphis
State university professor and
Republican candidate for Con-
gress in the Seventh Congres-
sional District._Winthrop Rocke-
feller, among other Republican
dignitaries, also attended the
training school.
Mr. Smith, who plans to as-
sist Mr. Hollis in the coming
election, was the first Negro to
attend the GOP school. He said
he was "cordially.received by Smith will be a member of his
all present." ,campaign executive cotnmittee.
The school was intended to
educate those who will partici-
pate in the 1966 campaigns in
recommended techniques and
party strategy. Similar schools
were set up in California and
Illinois.
Mr. Hollis said that R e v.
Georgia
REV. CLAUDE SMITH
A native of Mason, Tenn., the
minister has been a resident of
Memphis for 20 years. He is a
vice president of the Prospect
Park Civic club and lives with
his wife and three children at
1252 Gausco.
Poor Brakes Blamed
In Death Of Girl, 4
A four-year-old girl and a 78-
year-old man died in two separ-
ate accidents last Saturday, and
the drivers of both drivers of the
cars involved were given sum-
mons to appear in court.
The victim in the accident on
SatUrday afternoon was Shuns
James, daughter of Mrs. Shirley
Jean James of 1992 Frisco, who
was struck by a car being driv-
en by James Milton Rutherford,
20. of 2255 Zanone, as he was
going west on Brooklyn near
Sample in the Orange Mound
community,
Mr. Rutherford, a porter at a
local bus station, told police that
he noticed some children play-
ing on the sidewalk, and he
slowed down.
He said the young girl ran in
front of his car and was struck
when his brakes failed to re-
Ispond. He estimated his speed
at 15 miles an hour at the time
of the accident. The child was
,pronounced dead on arrival 'at
IJohn Gaston Hospital.
I Jeff Grayson, of 274 W. Trigg,
,was struck and killed near the
!intersection of Louisiana and
Oklahoma streets on Saturday
night about 7:30 pm. by a car
driven by Willie James, 23, of
287 E. Olive.
cutive; Whittier A. Sengstacke, general manager of the
TRI-STATE DEFENDER; 0. W. Pickett, real estate broker,
and McCann L. Reid, editor of TRI-STATE DEFENDER.
(Withers' Photo)
'Final Rites Held For
Detroit Auto Victim
James, a service station at-
tendant, told police that the vicH
Aim walked in front of his car,
and he was unable to stop in
time to avoid striking him.
1There was no other witness atthe scene.
Funeral services for Miss eral years.
Mary Emma Robinson w e r el
held on Sunday, March 20, at or Sum merfield Baptist church
the Summerfield Baptist church
,before moving to Detroit, where
with the pastor, Rev. Leon 
Brookins, delivering the eulogy. she united with the Bethel Bap-
tist church pastored by Rev.
Miss Robinson, a former ,
Carl D. Hughes.Memphian and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Robinson of 1472 Besides her parents, she is
Davis st., was killed during an survived by four sisters, four
automobile accident in Detroit, brothers, and a host of other re-
Mich., on Sunday, March 13. Iatives and friends.
A graduate of Hyde Park Ele-I Interment was in New Park
mentary school and DouglassIcemetery with the Mid-South
High school in 1960, she had Funeral home in charge of ar-
been living in Detroit for sev- rangements.
Miss Robinson was a member
Visitors Impressed
By City's Hospitality
Vice President Hubert H. which carries with its duties and
Humphrey made a big impres-
sion on Memphis last Friday
morning when he came here to
speak to the Tennessee Educe-.
tion Association, later addressed
guests and members of Future
Memphis. Inc.. during a lunch.
eon at the Rivermont, and then
!held a press conference with
'local newsmen and students
Ijournalists from high school and
college papers.
I Coming here from Washington
Ion one of the President's Lock-
heed Jetstar planes were Con-
gressman George Grider, who
made the contact for the visit,
iHumphrey during a Dutch treat
land Mrs. Grider, who feted Mrs.
luncheon at the Sheraton-Pea-
responsibilities.
He said as a leader, this coun-
try cannot afford "a lost week-
end," and cannot do anything
short of excellence.
FIGHTING FOR tASIANS
This country, ite said, produc-
ed half of what was produced in
the world last year, and with
Europe this amounted to 80 per
cent, but he noted that most of
the world population is colored,
and whites still a minority.
In fighting aggression in Viet
Nam, he said, the United Sattes
is establishing that it is not
only willing to fight for white
nations, but it willing to support
those in Asia.
"And Viet Nam is teaching us
body. 
. 
that we have a lot to learn about
Looking some few pounds Asia," he said.I
Ilighter than he did when he
'Came here as "Senator Hum- at to hear people say that
Mr. Humphrey said that he is
Ihrey" to campaign for his party the fight in Viet Nam is a "civil
He said it is controlled by
Hanoi and Peking.
NOT FOR ISOLATION
In 1184, the Vice President nev-
er—seeMed to tire from the
rmoment he alighted at the air-
;port and began shaking hands,
until he boarded the plane later
Following his rapid-fire
speech, the Vice President field-
After pausing long enough at 
ed. equestions on such subjects as
the luncheon to enjoy a menu of /II proposed residence for theVice President in Wsahington,
shrimp salad, filet m i gno n,;his affiliation with the Ameri-
asparagus, parsleyed potatoes
cans for Democratic Action,
and cake topped with strawber- l hembing the
ries and ice cream, Mr. Hump- port of Haiphong,
Or 
and the country's reason for notfhy p 
where supplies are said to be
'progress in race relations, cited 
shipped in for the Communists.
several comparisons between
the city of Minneapolis a n d While the Vice Presidot was
,Memphis, and then turned to answering questions at the tele-
the subject of Viet Nam. i vised press conference on the
Mr. Humphrey told the audi-Itop floor of the Rivermont, Mrs.
ence that the events of historrHumphrey and Mrs. Gridcr
have placed the United States inlwalked in, accompanied by
the world leadership positionlwomen of the press.
that evening, bound for Cape
Kennedy, Florida. , Mr. Humphrey 
praised the
AT THE AIRPORT 
IChinese for their brilliance, and
recommended containment but
On hand to greet the vice not isolation for the Red nation.
President at the airport, to,
present flowers to Mrs. Hum- 
Among the Asian nations he
phrey, and to extend a 
king-sizjpraised for remaining in the free
'world were India. Japan and the
ed key to the city was Mayor 1Phillipines.
William B. Ingram and Col. O.Z.
Evers, along with their chil-
dren.
PUSHING EASTER SEALS—Led by Riley Garner,
trusteo, these group of citizens are leading out in campaign
to raise funds for the Shelby County chapter of the Ten-
nessee Society for Crippled Children and Adults in the cur-
rent Easter Seal drive. Seated from left are James T. Chan-
dler, Sr., member of the board of trustees of the Shelby
County Chapter; and Riley Garner, director of the 1966
Easter Seals campaign. Others supporting drive, from left,
are Arthur Mason, president of the Bluff City Funeral Di-
rectors; Mrs. Sarah Burt. R.N.. supervisor at E. H. Crump
county Memorial hospital, representing Chl Eta Phi sorority; Dr.
A. E. Campbell, vice president of National Baptist Conven-
tion and pastor of Columbus Baptist church; Dr. Roy Love,
president of Ministers' Alliance and pastor of Mt. Nebo
Baptist church; Mrs. Sarah Chandler, president of .1-U-Gs
Inc.; Lawrence Wesley, manager of the Cornette Realty
company, and Leonard Mitchell, tax collector and leader
In Easter Seal campaign. Funds are used to transport crip-
pled persons to treatment centers. All contributions are wel-
comed.
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Equality Fight
Will End In
Victory: HHH
DURHAM, N.C. — Vice Presi- poverty war and education.
dent Hubert H. Humphrey said Citing the "terrible priest"
the demands of Negroes for of discrimination in terms of
equality cannot and will not end lost income, Humphrey said that
until they ''enjoy the full rights at a time when America is
and privileges and opportunities being called to provide leader-
of other American citizens, both ship around the world, this is
in law and in act. a cost we simply cannot afford.
"History teaches us that the Even if discrimination cost not
great revolutions aren't started a penny, we would have the
by people who are utterly down moral obligation to eradicate
and out — without hope and it.
vision," he said. "They take, "But we most not close our
place when people begin to live eyes to the staggering costs
ta little better — and when they we incur each year for our
be achieved." failure to open wide the doors
Humphrey, speaking at de& of opportunity for every Ameri-
cation ceremonies of the build- can."
ing housing the North Carolina
Mutual Life Insurance Co., said
Humphrey said the South was
rising in terms of understand:"
-great progress has been and is tog between Negroes and whites.
being made." "I do not forget for a mo-
"We shall continue to press ment that there is still a very
forward toward full and equal dark side to this rising moon,"
civil rights.- he added. he added. "But there is a new
He cited the 1964 Civil Rights South as well as an old South
Act, the 196.5 Voting Rights Act and it is rapidly gaining ground.
and President Johnson's propos- The leaders of this new South
als for this year. He also noted recognize the Negro and white
progress through other pro- people have far more to gain
grams — not aimed specifically from cooperation than bum
at Negroes — such as the anti- conflict."
'Dropouts' Termed
School T'ushouts'
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Vice President Hubert, 14.
Humphrey said many of the na-
tion's school dropouts are really
'MISS BRONZE WEST TENNESSEE'—
Smiling happily as the crown of "Miss
Bronze West Tennessee" is placed on her
bead is Miss Rebecca Clark, winner in peg-
cant sponsored by the Jackson Alumnae
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta sorority. Ad-
lusting the crown is Miss Ruby E. Andrews,
winner in 1965, who is presently a student
at Fisk university in Nashville. A schol-
arship of $300 is one of the prizes which
Miss Clark will receive.
Rebecca Clark Wins School Group
Tennessee' +displayed h e r tal- Education Aid
lent in rendering the Schumann mule 5 with tints, rinses, or coal
piano selection, "oaring." , WASHINGTON (UPI) — Theler dyes. It as a wonderfully
A piano student of George I National Education Association
which can unlock the door of op- Mueller and pianist for the StS effective, colorless lotion that
school "mahouts — p er s o n s ' i(riEA) yesterday endorsed legis- does not stain the scalp or yourportunitY for our young peo- Paul CME church, she placed' . •lawn to permit federal aid tolelotbinewhose unique talents are never pie, . ,s and colors only the hair.first in a recent Omega Talentdeveloped or recognized by school systems faced with delEverY FORMULAS user mustthe I Humphrey stressed "one 
 ' Demonstration, and will repre-
schools." be delighted with results or
' overwhelming task among t h e by the Jackson Alumnae chap- sent the district in a regional l facto segregation.
money is refunded in full. For-Humphrey id that if tbsa
 -- --e Pre' great challenges facing educe. tter of Delta Sigma Theta so- Talent Demonstration. Adron Doran, chairman oflmula 5 retails for $5 Per bottlesent school dropout rate con- ion: what about education, for roritY, To Enter' Lane the NEA's legislative commis- and lasts for about 6 weeks.tinues there will be 32 million The program was held in the Miss Clark was also a winner —the poor and deprived?
adults without a high school s said the benefits under theIt is time to see that educa- auditorium of M e r r y High in the "I Speak for Democracy" sloil,diploma in the nation's labor 
'I
excellence exists every school on Friday night, March contest. She plans to enter Lane 1964 Civil Rights Act should beforce by 1975. extended "to all racially imbel-;where — but specially in those 25" 1 college for a major in music.
- Miss Clark is the daughter ofThe Vice President made the areas where it is needed mcst , Miss Pettis, the first runner- anced school systems."
statements in a speech prepared urgently.- the Vice President
for the American personnel and aid.
guidance association.
He said t h e association's
members, perhaps more than
other profession, "hold the keys
6 year old
Glenmoye isn't
expensive
bourbon, it
just tastes
that way.
90 proof • Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whrskey
Glentnore Distilleries Co., Louisville
-Owensboro, Ky. 451965
You're never alone
with a bedside phone.
You've a secure feeling.
Knowing your neighbor next door
or your brother cross country
or most anyone
is just a dial away.
You can sleep better.
Because you're never alone
with a bedside phone.
(What else that costs so little gives you so much security')
Southern Bell
similar to those the sharecrop-
' John Henry Sylvester, 
vice per. have lived in this winter,
'president of Neighborhood 
nd. a that further delay in the
velopers Inc., of Jackson, Miss 0E0 grant would force them to
said the squatters would sta.' spend next winter in tents asin Lafayette Park until the Of- wen.
fice of Economic Opportunity
approves $495,000 to pay for low
cost housing in Mississippi for
some 300 plantation workers and
their families.
The group arrived in Wash.'
ington to testify at a hearing
called by Rep. Powell, D-N.Y.,
on the housing needs of Negrito;
In the Delta.
Officials of Neighborhood De-
velopers estimate that between
20,000 and 70,0000 Negroes will
lose their jobs in Mississippi
this year due to acreage cut-
backs under the federal cotton
program.
ADVICATDIEMENT
—
"HOW WOULD YOU
LIKE TO LOOK
10 YEARS YOUNGER
'VANCE AVENUE BEAUTY
SALON introduces, to you, FOR-
MULA 5, the product which
turns the clock back forl
;thousands of gray or graying
men and women. It has been
tested by one of the largest in-
dependent 
Bronze Title• Backs Federal 
American Testing
non-toxic and the directions can
Laboratories and found to be
be followed with safety and suc-
• •
By Anna L. Cooke
Miss Rebecca Clark, a senior
at Merry High school in Jack-
son, Tenn., captured the title of
"Miss Bronze West Tennessee"
and a $300 scholarship to col-
lege during the seventh annual
scholarship pageant sponsored
r. ann Mrs. r .v.
Jackson.
The first runner-up was Miss
Bobbie Ruth Pettis, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pettis of
Jackson, who received the $100
talent award from a local ra-
dio station, which will be ap-
plied foward a scholarship.
Other Runners-Up
Selected as the second runner-
up was Miss Jacqueline Eloite
Godwin, daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Paul Godwin, a senior at
East High school and presently
holder of the "Miss Charm" ti-
tle.
Miss Carol Ann Sykes, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie B.
Sykes of Jackson, was third
runner-up, and Miss Juldine
Reeves, daughter of Ernest
Reeves the fourth runner-up.
Miss Sykes is a student at Mer-
ry, and Miss Reeves attends the
West High school in Denmark.
The new "Miss Bronze West
up, did a dramatic presentation,
"Into a Better Kingdom." A se-
nior at Merry, she was coached
by Miss Rosetta McKissack, se.
I nior adviser at the school.
Miss Congeniality
Miss Joyce Ann Glass, daugh-
ter of Rev. and Mrs. Willie B.
Glass of Jackson, was named
"Miss Congeniality," and pre-
sented a gift and a bouquet of
flowers
Passing on her crown to the
winner of this year's pageant
was Miss Ruby Elizabeth An-
drews, a freshman at Fisk uni-
Nersity, where site sings with
the famous Fisk Jubilee Sing-
ers.
Mrs. Anna L. Cooke was gen-
eral chairman of the pageant,
with Mrs. Mildred Manual serv-
ing as co-chairman. Mrs. Dai-
sy Shaw is president of the
clumnae chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority.
Doran testified before a Sen-
ate Education Subcommittee as
it continued hearings on Presi-
dent Johnson's education pro-I
posals.
The bill to broaden the Civil
Rights till is not part of the
administration package. It was
introduced by Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, fl-Mass.
The Civil Rights Act provides
technical assistance and grants
to school boards in support of
programs designed to overcome
segregation. It does not cover
de facto segregation.
"This type of aid we believe
will do much to speed the cor-
rection of de facto segregadonj
— a problem with which many:
school districts are faced'
through no fault of their own,"
Doran said.
Powell Acts For
Sharecroppers
WASHINGTON — Rep. Adam The squatters set up four
Clayton Powell, D-N.Y., rush- tents, each capable of housing
ed the House Education and 12 to 14 persons. U.S. park
Labor Committee into special police said they had no plans at
!session here as 90 Mississippi present to force the sharecrop-
Negro sharecroppers pitched a pers to move.
'protest tent city across the
cess.
Please do not confuse. For-
downtown and union ave.
CSS
fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/
Catherine's
DRESSES • COATS • KNITS
Sizes 161/2 to 261/2 and 38 to 52
Choose your faster outfit at inflation-fighting prices! . . . Spring dresses iv
a groat variety of new styles ... lightweight Spring coots in novelty Mork'
. . . double knits in cotton, woo/ and textured metals ... see this selected
group of values sow!
orig. 15.00  10 orig. 40.00  29"
orig. 25.00  17" orig. 50.00  399°
orig. 30.00  21" orig. 70.00  54"
other prier's proportionately reduced
shop early for these timely bargains:
alzkeithisA.
J STOUT SHOPPEDOWNTOWN • 64 S. NAM • 1274136
UNION AWL • 1 tn. UNION • 274.2061
 f......M11111111111111111
Sylvester said the tents werestreet from the White House.
35 Arrested ,
For Disorderly
Protest Songr
— Police arrested about 35
, PRATTVILLE. — (Ut
gro youths at DunPOint :Du
shattering the weekend q
with their "Freedom So
Police Chief 0. C. Burton
he received complaints of
singing from residents near the
First Baptist (Negro) Church.
When he arrived with three offi-
cers, Burton said, the group was
gathered outside the church aid
indeed was singing loud.
4s
ENTERTAINMENT 4 NIGHTS A WEEK
Thurs. Geo. Jackson at Piano 9:30 to 2:00
Fri. Sat. Th. Mustangs combo 9:30 to 2.00
Sun. ni9ht "MGM Dell" at piano 1:30 to 2:00
DANCING Thurs., Fri. & Satt.nights.
GOtnly Wade, ilaseepor
NO DAISY
•
Starts SAT. APRIL 9*
One Big Week!
GIANT EASTER ATTRACTIO,NS ! ! !
, RIGHT OUT OF A JUNGLE BOOK OF ADVENTURE!
AND ME
AN= HURITIIR
ECHNICOUr
—PLUS—
The avenger
who scourged all
El Dorado/
IlEffiE1 Merl 811811ENEIT DTANAiTYS Screercto by AMES CH:
4 ZIRGE SHERMAN LUTIOCILor oktflistid !OBER
BIG SAVINGS ON TRADITIONAL FAVORITES
Look! Their Nome in Frosting?
Milk Chocolate
Bunnies and Eggs
NAMES WRITTEN FREE!
29c and up
Specially delicious and specially
personalized for your favorites! This
is the finest quality pure milk choc-
olale, gaily decorated and personal-
ized FREE. Large selection.
Your Children's Eyes Will Light Up! -
A she to fit every budget
Filled to overflowing with chocolate candies,
animals, jelly beans ... even a novelty toy to
last after the goodies are all eaten. Cellophane
wrapped and brightly bow-tied
--you'll want to
buy a batch at Kress' low price!
REGISTER FOR
FREE
RCA VICTOR 12" Portable
Bunny
Baskets
38'and up
•
Cut Out Coupon Below, Register As Often As Yoe
Like & Deposit at Either Kress Location Up Until Ti,,
Drawing, April 11th. (Winner will be notified.)
NAME 
ADDRESS 
I CITY 
PHONE NO., 
.. STATE
Our Everyday Prices ARE Discount Prices!
LAURILWOOD CENTER:
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
IP NORTH MAIN:
OPEN THURS. NIGHT
(KRESS )
VARIETY FAIR
r
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MRS. HUMPHREY MEETS PRESS — Mrs. Hubert H.
Humphrey met these members of the Co-Ette Club, who
were representing their schools at the Vice-President's
Press Conference Friday at the Rivermont. Left to right:
Mrs. George Gilder, wife of Cong. Grider; Sandra Hobson,
Fr. Bertrand High School; Mrs. Humphrey; Clarice Hob-
son, Fr. Bertrand; Miss Erma Lee Laws, Society Editor
TSD and Sponsor, Co-Ette Club; and Kathy Graham, Hamil-
ton High School.
Noted Editor Says Gap Betw
Science, Religion
The gap between science and
religion is a "crucial mistake
in the history of our time,"
Erwin D. Canham, told an au-'
A Mtstake
dience in the music hall Of thel
auditorium on Monday night,
April 4
Mr. Canham is the noted ed-
Sunrise Service To Be
Held Easter Morning
LeMoyne College's annual sophomore class president,
Sunrise Easter Worship Service
will be held this Sunday, April
10. starting at 7:30 a.m. on cam-
pus in front of Brownlee Hall.
The Rev. Jarrette C. Atkins,
minister of Emmanuel Episco-
pal church, will be the speak-
er, according to Dr. John Char-
les MiclgiCehairman of the Re-
Committee at the
college.
In case of inclement weather,
the service will be held inside
Brownlee Hall, he said.
The LeMoyne choir, Prof.
John W. Whittaker, director,
and Miss Fannie L. Webb, ac-
companist, will provide appro-
priate music. Mrs. Wilhelmien
Lockard, acting business mana-
ger at LeMoyne, is in charge
of arrangements and setting.
Willie Miles, president of the
Senior clas, will give the call
to worship. and Charles Diggs,
Owen Students
Return From
Exchange Trip
Two Owen college students re-
turned to the campus last Fri-
day after spending a week on
the Stephens College campus at
Columbia, Mo., in an excange
program sponsored by the
American Baptist convention.
The students were Miss Ruth-
le Cunningham, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Cunning-
ham of 1069 Cummings St., and
Miss Temeshia Massey of Mar-
tin. Tenn., both sophomores.
Two students from Stephens
College visited Owen College in
February in the initial visit be-
tween the two schools, and
• while here visited classrooms
and talked to college admini-
i strators.
Chaperoning the students on
the trip was Rev. Reuben
Green, college minister and
dean of students.
Programs Planned
At New Bethel
The usher board of New Beth-
  el Baptist Church will present
Memphian On Dean's "The Twelve Steps of the Great-een List At Tuskegee er White Throne," Sunday, A-pril 10, at 7:30 p.m. The pro-
gram will feature the Wiggins
and Reed Singers.
Miss Rosa Jones is the nar-
rator and Rev. Ralph Lefton is
the guest speaker.
The Gable Airs will be fea-
tured in a program Wednesday,
April 13, at the church. Mrs
,dead" discussion in some thee- Peavy, Chattanooga; Ewing Col- Maydell Guy is the chairman
I logical circles is more evidence
of "the tragic gap in present 
her, Kingston, and Betty J. for both programs, and Rev. G
human thinking." 
Hughes, Muffreesboro. the pastor.
He called, for new efforts to
'perceive the "spiritual signifi-
cance" of men's conquest of
is their physical environment, and
'
l)rMg under control "the for-
ces we have unleashed" with-
out destroying the essential val-
ues of our society.
"We are now, perhaps as nev-
A Memphian, Miss Bennetts
N. Hall, was among the eight
•
itor-in-chief of The Christian
Science Monitor and a forher
president of the American So-
ciety of Newspaper Editors.
He said that the "God is
scheduled to offer the invoca- 
said it was the only way to
tion.
Prayer will be said by Louis
Harvey, president of the junior
class, and Edward Johnson,
freshman clas president, will er before, a a great turning
read tne scripture, point in human experience."
The speaker trill be introduc- Mr. Canham stated.
ed by Miss Aride Ford, presi- We have revolutionized our
dent of LeMoyne's Student relationship to the brute forces
Christian Fellowship- of nature. We have in our
hands the possibility of corn -
be 
for the occasion will plete victory of many age-oldRoderick Diggs Jr., presi-
enemies of mankind. We havedent of the college's Student
the possibility. We have theCouncil; Mis Bennie Teague,
tools. We have the knowledge.president of Alpha Kappa Diu
Honor Society; Miss Maxine
Gray, of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority; Miss Lilia Ann Ab-
ron, president of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority; Ronald Hooks,
one true source of understand-of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
and Augustus Kelly, president ing and progress and order. .
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. "We have failed to give God
Famous Brands & Famous People
Mr. tromott Woods, Jr.
Mrs. Audsey
We have the technology.
"But because we think men
have done these things them- I
selves, we have become in our
own thinking divorced from the
the credit. We have set up
false gods, and naturally we
have worshipped them idola-
trously . .. Naturally we a re
confused.
at Louis lettes The noted editor said that the
search for truth to which so
many natural scientists profess
to be dedicated is in reality
"a search for God."
The primary need today is
for wisdom, which he said is
not the same as knowledge,
which can get out of control,
and threaten the destruction of
human civilization.
"I do not say to you that
the millenium is just around
the corner," declared Mr. Can-
ham. "I do not suggest that
all the dangers confronting us
will be avoided.
"I am saying that beneath
wars and famines, beyond ma-
terialism and sensuality and
immorality of our day, lie great
fundamental triumphs in which
grow the seeds of the ultimate
progress of the race."
The ultimate liberation of
men will come, he noted, as
they understand the spiritual
significance of their new rela-
tionship to matter.
"Out of the chaos and the
conflict we see around can
emerge the order which is in-
herent in God's law for man
and the universe. Our task is
to perceive and to demonstrate
and to live in harmony with
the spiritual power which has
brought us out of so much dark-
ness toward the full glory of
day," he stated.
Suits &
Sport Coati!
H. I. S.
Bardstown
Galliani Ferilli
Cambridge
Slacks
H. I. S.
Botany
Jay mar- Ruby
Sansabelt
Hats
Mallory
Stetson
Shirts
Manhattan
Leonard Strassi
Cologne & After
Shave Lotions
Jade East
Aztec
Roger & Gollet
Ties
Beau Brummell
Mr. John
Hosiery
Esquire
30-Day, 90-Day, — 12 Mo. Charge
ACCOUNTS INVITED
Pork FREE in Rear of Store
,Sinet 1914
Clothiers - Tailors
228 S. Main
Mrs. Wade Is
Hostess At
DAC Meeting
Mrs. Herman Wade of 1053
N. Dunlap st. was the hostess
for the March meeting of the
DAC club, and presiding at the
affair was Miss Minnie Lee Al-
len, vice president
Reported on the sick list were
Mrs. Steve Smith and Mrs. Wil-
liam Reeves.
Following the business ses-
sion, a delicious repast was
served.
Tennesseans who made the
Dean's List for the first semes-
ter at Tuskegee Institute in Ala-
bama.
Other Tennesseans among
the 290 on the list were Mel-
v i n Austin, Sylvia Benf o r d,
Ruth Hines, Billie R. Johnson,
Sara P. Lewis and Pernella
G.Brown is
HAVEN'T TRIED SMIRNOFF?
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?
What! You haven't discovered Smirnoff with orange juice,
with tomato juice, with 1-Up® in the Smirnoff Mule? Try a
delicious Smirnoff drink. See what you've been missing.
Always ask for
rnirn.4
VODKA
It leaves you breathless 
10 I 110 ffiOW DIS01110 FROM GRAIN. STE FIRM SMIRMiff 0$. IOW Of IffilelEOli WITORO,C11111
VANCE AVENUE BEAUTY SALON
582 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tenn.
Phone: JA 7-5425
Please send ( ) bottles of FORMULA 5
Name 
Address ... .
City . . State Zip Code .
Please add 35c postage plus 4 per cent sales
tax for Tennessee delivery. Mail and Phan
orders given prompt attention.
IMEALEE
HAT- SHOP
Exclusive Millinery & Accessories
SOMETHING EXCITING FOR
EVERYONE
THE NEWEST EASTER HATS &
BAGS THAT WILL CARRY YOU
THROUGH
SPRING and SUMMER 1966
a
,
THE PRO-
FILE AND
BUBBLE
Glossy
Honeycombs
Spring
Straws, Fly
Away Rollers,
Crisp Yet
Soft Brims,
Bretons
and Sailors.
THE
WICKER
BAGS
Carry You
Into Spring
with Glowing
Beauty, All
in Imported
Wicker, Colors
Beige, Bone
& Black.
with Golden
Metal and
Leather
Trim.
Exciting
Colors of
Hats and
Bags, Carry-
ing You
Into Spring
& Summer.
Black,
Biege, Bone,
Etc.
Come in
today and
shop.
Up
100% HUMAN HAIR WiGS & HAIR
PIECES.
Wavy Switch, 24" Long, Use for many
styles. Braided or Straight Switch 24":
Long, Ponytails 14" Long, Bottom
Curls Under. Tiara Braid, for Top
or Bock of Head.
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The minister has withdrawn,
from his job as referee of a
women's wrestling match,
which had been termed "dis-
gusting and degrading" by wo-
en's organizations.
Eftective November 25 l 9 6 5
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sal Sea. 31 2S Monday
• us Ow SAM to 6 PM
• See Open S AM ts 2 PM thru
• Friday
SUNUVIER AN/E. CAR WASH
•
Pl▪ um tea sms museum • • as • • •milmse
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
I: CA R WASH $
•
•
The ceremony was solemnized
with a single ring by Rev.
Louis T. Purham. Miss Ludie
was soloist.
Ushers were Arthur Gilles-
MR. and MRS LAWRENCE 5. WOODS
Lane Student Bride Of
Germantown Teacher
Guests had filled the pews of, were Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Tug-
the Lane Chapel CME church, gle, grandparents of the groom,
in Humboldt, and were anxious- Germantown, Tenn., Mesdames
ly awaiting the first strains of Evelyn Rodgers, of Detroit, Syl-
the organ played by Mrs. Car- vester Glenn, Chicago, and Al-
olyn Garrett, signalling the ap-
proach of the bridal party of
Miss Dorothy Geneva Gentry,1
who was to be wed to Mr. Law-f
rence James Woods of German-
town, Tenn.
Coming in on the arm of her
father, Mr. Arlie Gentry, the
bride wore a gown of white bri-
dal satin, made with empire
waist line, center front bow
and long sleeves with floor
length A-line skirt. Her veil
was of white illusion, and she
carried a bouquet of white bri-
dal roses.
Her maid of honor was her
sister. Miss Doris Ann Gentry,
and her younger sister, Missl
Arlene Gentry and Miss Bunice
Carr were bride's maids. They
wore pink peau de soie gowns,
with scoop neckline and short.
sleeves with matching shoes.
The groom's best man was
Julius Bradley of Memphis.
Groomsmen were Otis Bradly
of Mem phis, and -H4w a rck- Gen.
try, cousin of the bride, of Factor Bows Out
Humboldt.
bert Sadler of Indianapolis ,
aunts of the bride. which appears in the March is-
•
of "Highlight for Children,"
Mrs. Vernon Graves, Mr. andl a popuhr monthly children's Hold .SunriseOther guests were Mr. andhe -
Mrs. Willie B. Webb and Mr., magazine with over a million ,
and Mrs. T. J. Robinson, all oft readers.
Milan, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.'
LeRoy Willis, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald is a fourth grade pu-
D. H. Tuggle, Mr. and Mrs. pil at Norris Elementary School.
Albert Vaulx, Mr. and Mrs. His poem, 
-A Mother Cat and
Johnnie Vaulx. all of Jackson. Her Kittens," was written when
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Ar- he was a third grade pupil andJ. W. Johnson, of Trenton, Tenn.
Miss Bunice Carr of Knoxville now appears in Highlights.
college Miss Doris Gentw Ho-
Masons Plan Senior Bishop's Post Is
Easter Service
And Breakfast Honorary Says Judge
Rising Star Chapter No 180,
Rose Croix of King Frederick
Consistory No. 38 thirty-sec-
ond and thirty-third degree Ma-
sons, has completed arrange-
ments for its Easter Sunrise
Observance.
Approximately 200 members
and their guerts will participate
in the service, which has been
scheduled for 6 a.m. at the
Greater Mount Moriah Baptist
,Church, 1098 South Wellington
at.
Sublime Prince, Dr. H. Ralph
Director of the A.M.E. Church's
Department of Minimum Salary,
will deliver the sermon.
Following the Ancient Cere-
mony and Religious Service,
breakfast will be served to
Consistory members and their
guests in the dining hall of the
church.
With the all out efforts on the
Norris Student 'illustrious Peer Otis Bullett, the Elder John F. Key was re-
Commander-in-Chief, Illustrious moved as pastor of the East
Writes Poem Peer Leroy S. Moore; wSubplime
,Prince Lloyd Jones, 
m. . . ., Birmingham Church , of God in
Christ, Inc., by Presiding Sigh-'
For Magazine and others, this observanceipromises to be the best in the op C. A. Ashworth, DioceseOne, after Elder Key's congre-history of the Consistory.
The public is invited. gation voted to transfer affilia-tion to Diocese Two.
Gerald Stanley Greene. son of When Elder Key refused to!
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Greene, vacate his pulpit, a suit pro-
2411 Verdun, has Written a poem Ward Chanel To testing the action was filed ini
An Alabama Circuit Court East Birmingham church, on be-
judge, after using the Scrip-
Mires to scold Church of God
!officials for airing their trou-
Jones.!hies in court, ruled that the op
'legal authority of the church Among those on hand to tea
rests with the executive board, thy on behalf of Mr. Jackson
subject solely to the general
assembly.
Circuit Judge William C.
Barber, 10th Judicial Circuit of
were Dr. 0. T. Jones, Jr., son
of the senior bishop; Bishops
Ashworth, R. E. Ranger, Tex:
as; James L. Eurie Salisbury,
Alabama, ruled in a written, Md.; and Elder Samuel Nesbitt
opinion that the "Senior Bishop" of Jacksonville, Fla.
title, conferred upon Bishop 0. Named defendants in the ac
T. Jones of Philadelphia, is tion, along with Elder Key,
"purely an honorary position were Bishops A. B. McEwen,
and his governmental powers 'chairman, executive board; J.
in the national church, if any,
are of an advisory nature."
The jurist dismissed a suit
challenging the legality of ac-
tion taken by the executive
board is setting up Diocese
Number 2 of the State of Ala- New Orleans; F. D. Washing-
ton, Brooklyn, N. Y., and C. H.
Brewer, New Haven, Conn.,
all members of the executive
• part of the committee chairman,
Ward.
Also present were Bishops W.
A. Patterson and William Rim-
son, Detroit; J. H. Dale, Al-
bany, Ga.; Theodore Jackson,
Jackson, Mis., and Leroy An-
derson, Buffalo, N. Y.: Elder
T. L. Pleas, president of the
Pastors Fellowship Council, Ei-
der Gilbert Patterson and Atty.
J. O. Patterson, Jr., of Mem-
phis.
In rebuking church officials
for bringing the action to court,
Judge Barber quoted from the
Bible and the Manual of the
Church of God in Christ.
A special meeting of the gen-
eral assembly of the church has
been called by the executive
board for April 12-14 in Mem-
phis to consider other constitu-
tional questions. Bishops, dis-
trict superintendents, elders,
pastors, state mothers, and
laymen from all parts of the
country have been invited.
mer G. Phillips hospital, St. A child of man interest, Ger-
Louis; Mrs. Fannie Liggins. lid is a member of the Royal,
Mrs. Dorothy Bradley and Rev. Boys class of the First Baptist
and Mrs. J. T. Freeman, all Church Laudeidale and also a
of Memphis; Curtis Echols and singing group, His hobbies are
Mrs. Elbert Show of German- reading, fishing and building
town. models. His ambition is to be-
come a doctor.
A beautiful reception was giv-
en Highlights for Children is ed-in the home of the bride's
parents on Brown street where Red by Dr. and Mrs. Garry
friends and relatives congratu. Cleveland Myers and is publish-
lated the pair and viewed the ed in Columbus, Ohio. The pub-
many beautiful gifts. lication stresses development in
reading, thinking and creating
and is described by its editors
as "fun with a purpose."
Dr. Myers. an authority on
child development, is also a
wniisdtely read syndicated colum-
Little Renata Buckley waslAS Referee For
flower girl and Noral Copeland,
ring bearer. ' Lady Wrestlers
MOULTON CHAPEL, Eng.;
land — (NPI) — Public opinion
demanded it and Anglican Cler-,
gyman, the Rev. Reginald Clif-
ford Thompson, bowed to its
pie and Morris Paul Fair of collective wish.
Lane college. Roy Chester Sor-
rell and Bol,hie Nesbitt of Hum-
bolt
The bride is a graduite of
Stigall High and a junior at
Lane college. The grotim is a
graduate of Lane and a teacher
in the Shelby County school The 62-year-old clergyman
system. Several showers were said he "personally sees no
given for the bride and the re- said he did not want to ember-
hearsal dinner was given at the rass church authorities, but
residence of Mr. and Mrs. John harm in a women's wrestling
Thomas. Out -of -town guests match."
HOUSE POR SALE
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
635 E DAVANT
2 bedroom, fieldstone, living room, separate dining
room, wall to wall carpet, drapes, air-cond., washing
machine, garage, $400.00 down payment. Very nice
lot. Have to see to appreciate home completely, newly
decorated. Call 946-4892 after 4:30 p.m. daily.
Open for inspection Saturday & Sunday.
Ipmessamseesememeeseseseens
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3 100 Summer at Baltic •
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
II
I I
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50 I
•t•
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
TO
e-fr—f
Street Address. 
Oty Style
lone Nos 
ii
Buy Bonds
Easter Service
ama.
The diocese was established
by the board and ratified by
the general assembly, accord-
ing to church records. S. M.
Bailey was appointed as its
Ipresiding bishop.
Ward Chapel AME church at
1125 S. Parkway east will pre-
sent an Easter sunrise service
at 5 a.m. on Easter Sunday,
and several AME churches will
participate.
Members of all choirs from
visiting churches are asked to
take part in the singing.
The guest speaker will be,
Rev. Minn. Peace, pastor of
Avery Chapel AME church. The
public is invited.
Rev. R.L. McRae is host pas-
tor.
1 MEN'S DAY OBSERVED
AT HOPE WELL BAPTIST
Annual Men's Day was ob-
served at the Hopewell Baptist
church at 334 Ashland at., last
Sunday afternoon, and the
speaker was Rev. J.E. Fergu-
son.
Rev. L.M. McNeal is pastor
of the church.
GO BY BUS 
• It's Convenient
• Fast
Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
4en11111111111•111111A 
Men's 3 Piece
With Vest
Shorkskins, Herring-
Bones & Irredescents
299'
SUITS
ALTERATION
FREE
BERT'S
125 BEALE ST. 1221 THOMAS ST
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Placa Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B H
INC.
248 Vance Ave.
TAILORS
JA 7-9320
tAssmohis, Tamotsu,*
"YOUR Company Makin; What Yea Ask few And
Creates What Yoo Think Or
lialf of other trustees and of
ficials considered loyal to Bisb-
S. Bailey, co-chairman, De-
troit; J. 0. Patterson, Mem-
phis; general secretary of the
church and its executive board;
L. H. Ford, Chicago, director
of public relations; John White,
Alabama circuit court by Ern- i
mitt Jackson, a trustee of tbei
LYNOM FLORAL CO.
"Flowers For Easter"
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
Potted Lillies & Plants
CORSAGES — $1 50
ORCHIDS — $3 50 Up
CEMETERY DECORATIONS — $2 50 Up
257 S. MAIN Ph. 525-3794
Freedom Songs
Land 35 Ala.
Youths In Jail
PRATTVILLE, Ala. — (UPI)
— Pollee arrested 35 Negro
youths Sunday and charged
them with disturbing the peace
for singing "Freedom Songs."
Police chief 0. C. Burton
marched the youths to jail after
receiving complaints from rest
dents living near the Negro
!Pint Baptist Church.
NOTICE!
Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries -
Banquets, Etc.
Mali In Your NM)
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wallington
Post Office Sox 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free Of Any
charges.
FREE
FOR YOU
TODAY!
DINNERWARE OF THE WEEK
// !Tyra&coy / 
IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND
FREE!
WITH $5 PURCHASE AND
COUPON FROM MAILER
mus;Illatehee seeltriang48-paiencde
completer pieces you need at
amazing savings
4,000 EXTRA
QUALITY STAMPS
With coupons & purchases in your Big Star
mailer. Redeem each and every valuable
coupon. It only takes 1200 Quality Stamps to
fill a saver book, so be sure and redeem yc sr
c ou pon s. Tenth week coupon good thru
April 12, 1966.
4
•
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BERTHARENE BERKLEY
Bertharene Berkley
Plans June Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. John Berkley
have announced the engage-
ment of their daughter, Miss
Bertharene Berkley, to Robert
Sullivan Young. son of Mr. and
Mrs. William F. Young.
Plans are being made for a
wedding on June 4 at the St.
Thomas Catholic church,
The bride-elect is a graduate
of St. Augustine High School
and LeMoyne college. from
which she received her bache-
lor of science degree. She is a
I member of the Delta
;Theta sorority. Miss Berkley is
!a member of the Wisconsin
School faculty.
I
I Mr. Young, also a graduate
' of St. Augustine High school,
where he was an honer student,
received his bachelor of science
degree from St. Benedict's col-
lege at Atchison, Kans.
The future groom is employed
;with the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice in Miami, :Fla.
Sigma
•
The Teaching Career
Jersey UAW To
Boycott NCCJ
NEWARK (UPI) — New Jer-
sey officials of the United Auto-
mobile Workers (UAW) urged
members to boycott activities
sponsored by the regional of-
fice of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews.
The action was triggered by
a recent NCJJ -brotherhood"
award to industrialist Charles
Engelhard, a New Jersey mil-
lionaire with vast holdings in
South Africa.
The UAW Fair Practices Corn
mittee criticized Engelhard for
LeMoyne To Highligh, his support of South AfricanI apartheid policies and condemn
ed the NCJJ for bestowing "a
brotherhood award upon such
an individual."
April is National Teaching
Career Month and it will be
highlighted at LeMoyne College
on Friday, April 15, with two
special events.
profits (from South Africa) for
Miss Aubrie Griffin, a junior, worthwhile intentions does not
of 246 Lucerne Place, is presi- in the least excuse his activities(
Mrs. Juanita Brinkley, an En- dent of the chapter. and Mrs. in South Africa which are to
Charle P. Roland, audiovisuallbolster and maintain the in-gush director at LeMoyne, is advi-i humane system of apartheid,"
Washington High School, will re-,sor to the chapter. the UAW said.
view the book, "Up the Down
Staircase," by Bel Kaufman, at
10:30 a.m. in the Brownlee lec-
ture hall, and Mrs. Althea
Price, counselor at B. T. Wash-
ington and wife of the presi-
dent of LeMoyne, will address
a Notables' Reception scheduled
for 7-9:30 that evening.
Citations will be presented to
outstanding teachers- at the re-
ception which will be held in
the college commons.
National Teaching Career
Month is sponsored by the Na-
tional Education Association.
Parade Planned
For Mt. Olive
The Everready Club of Mt.
Olive CME Church will present
an After Easter Parade Fash-
ion Show, Monday. April 11, at
8 p.m. in the church dining
room.
The public is invited.
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
Pith a Small, Levi Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
APPmx.
Cook Yet
Payments
$ 500.00 $ 12.90
$1,000.00 S 23.70
$1,300.00 $ 34-10
$2,000.00 .....  $ 41.50
$2,300.00 1 36.20
33,000.00 1110.82
it Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
gip "It's letter ti
litorrew At a Ink"
"The mere fact that Mr. En
Tlie Rufus Hawkins chapter of gelhard has contributed some
the Student-NEA is sponsoring —
small portion of these greatthe events at LeMoyne.
FOR FASTER STOPS
GUARANTErD
BRAKE RELINING
95
MOST CARS
• Genuine first quality
bonded lin:ngs
• Complete Brake System Cheri,
• Installation by O.K.
Service Specialists
FOR SAVING MONEY
SUPERIOR
RETREAD VALUE
RETREADS
Sold anta
0 I( MADONWIDE
MONEY BACK 7',i1
SUARANTEE Iry a9d
RECAPPABLE TIRE
.N. INSTANT CREDIT
;
•
We Honor All Al3flonal Credit Cbrds
- TIRE
• STORES
Ins
s•h0-.00
aterwer
SEE STORE h4EAREST YOH
1035 Thomos
525-4124
1657 S. 3 hlrd I West amph.s
916-2041 RE 5-5255
/117 Loma, I 3086 Summer, I 2231 S. Bellevue I 3900 Jock re,
327-1166 158-1731 9/8-8681 386-8655
Memphian Seeks Post Ushers Sponsor
At Regional Meeting Friends' Day
Miss Velma Lois Jones, bas- •mong those scheduled to at- The No. 1 ,Usher Board of
ileus of the Beta Epsilon chap- Pentecostal Baptist church ob-
ter of Alpha Kappa Alpha so-
rority, will be a candidate tor
the post of regional director.
when the 34th Southeastern Re-
gional Conference is held April
7-9 at the Andrew Johnson hotel
in Knoxville.
Going to the meeting as offi-
cial delegates, along with Miss
Jones, will be Mrs. Ethel J. 
Strong.
Perkins, regional parliamenta-
Also Mrs. Evelyn Robertson,
ran. and Mrs. Edna Swingler, Mrs. Edith Willis, Mrs. Gloria
,chairman of the Community Re- Lindsey, Mrs. Lucy Suttles
lations Committee:
Presiding at the meeting in mthY Jean Jones, Mrs. Billy
Knoxville this week will he Mrs. Crawford, Mrs. Fannie Delk,
Reva White Allman, the present Miss Mary Helen Hargr
regional director, of Mont- Mrs. Georgia
gomery, Ala.
Hostess chapters for the Con-
ference, which includes t h e
three states of Alabania, Mis-
sissippi and Tennessee with 3C
chapters and a membership of
1,100 women, will be the Alpha
Pi Omega graduate chapter
and Gamma Eta chapter of
Knoxville college.
Workshops •
Each chapter is to represent-
ed by two or more delegates.
A workshop conference, special
emphasis will be placed on un-
dergraduate needs and sorority
'projects, such as scholarships,
voter education, trainin4 fo:
youth leadership, and the Job
Corps Center for women in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Allman's keynote ad-
dress is to be based upon the,
Conference theme: "Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha Embraces the Chal-
lenges of the Sixties." Speaking
at the conference banquet on •
(Saturday will be Mrs. Julia
Rouge, supreme basileus.
A highlight of the conference
will be a public program spon-
sored jointly with Zeta Phi Be-
ta sorority, and with Carl T.
Rowan, syndicated newspaper
columnist, as the featured
speaker.
Charter Bus
Mr. Rowan has served as U.
S. Ambassador to Finland awl
was director of the United
Stateg. Information Agency be-
fore returning to newspaper
work.
Members of the Memphis'
chapter have chartered a bus
for the Knoxville trip, and a-
V. Harvey,
. Friends' Day lastSun
r8.
serve r    •
Ann Benson, Mrs. Fannie Tay- day afternoon, and the guestlor, Mrs. Gloria Tuggle, Mrs. 
speaker was Rev. R.W. Cooper.Jeraldine Sanderlin, Miss Jim pastor of Providence Baptist
Ella Austin, Mrs. Yvonne Acex,
church.
Miss Varnell Logan, Mrs. Ru- Mrs. M.G. Parker is presi-bye Spight, Mrs. Dora Lewis,,dent of the Usher Board, Mrs.
Mrs. Janelle Pringle, Mrs. Lea7!Bernice Richmond s ecretary,ler Mason and Mrs. Marg,aret 
and Rev. C.A. Johnson pastor
of the church.
Pentecostal Baptist is located
at 1538 Norris rd.
Mrs. Georgia Quinn, Miss Do- Cortez Martin, Miss Marie G.
Bradford, Mrs. Elma Mardis
and five members of the Beta
o of LeMoyne col-w, Tau
lege.
chapter
20th SPRING
SEASON OF VALUES
MEN, This is Baxier's Spring
Season of FACTORY-TO-YOU
SAVINGS. Berfer Suits are
made in Baxter's own work-
rooms by skilled Union crafts-
men and are tailored to hold
the:r shape—season after sea-
son. Baxter invites you to see
For yourself. Come and SAVE.
HUNDREDS OF NEW
SPRING AND SUMMER
SUITS
'42"
Hundreds of Pairs
New Spring
SLACKS
"Never Need $795
Pressing"
11/AXTER
CLOTHES
544 N. Watkins 2272 Lamar 1911 S. Third
Opposite. Sears Letuar-Airwaya Southgate
Open Every Night 'TN 9 'Til Easter
_Fairlane 500,
G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!
At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year
ONLY . . . .
If you want to do off min own iltifting, the tamed is
Mr you. Fairlane's optionel 4ipeed manual transmit-
vinA (voidable with ia fully rynchronised
higher numerical ratio in fan gear Gives feat takeoff
from standing 'tart. Floormounted sildt lever kaa posi-
tive reverse-gear lockout.
2095
Special scich the Fairlane (,TA is new Sport "Shift
Gruiee-O-Matic Drive, which permits both manual
abed automatic shifting For manual gear chanspng, move
shift lever bock to Low (1) and upshift through 2nd
(2) and into High or Drive (Di For fully automatic
shifting, Imply move lever to Drive and got
FAIRLANIS FAIRLANES FAIRLAWN
Finance Plan 10 Fit Lvetyone's rocket
# $5900 DowN $5000
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A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT
HERFIF FORD
10450 SUMMER AU.
OPEN TIL 9 P.M. DAILY j 1
WHERE YOU WILL FIND
LOW CASH SAVING
PRICES ON FINE
QUALITY FOODS AND
WHERE YOU WILL BE
SERVED WITH COURTESY
eime See S440 eutd Save!
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Plot On Negroes
A Los Angeles welder was ac-
cused of plotting the wholesale
poisoning of Negroes in all
parts of the United States by
sending free food samples to
virtually every Negro in the
country.
The samples would have been
wholesome at first to gain the
recipients' confidence, then lat-
er would have been poisoned.
Police undercover agents,
posing as members of a white
supremacist group, said the 'it 
welder asked them to join in the
plot. He is being held on a
charge of soliciting for the pur-
pose of murder. This shows how
far segregationists are willing
to go to maintain their "suprem-
macy." Had it not been for
timely discovery by an alert
police force, the welder's poi-
soning scheme might have pro-
duced unspeakable results.
Southern Hospitals
The plight of Negro nurses
in the Southland was high-
lighted before t h e United
States Court of Appeals in
Richmond, Va., by the attor-
neys of the NAACP Legal De-
fense and Educational Fund.
The case involved two Negro
nurses who were dismissed for
eating in the white cafeteria of
Dixie Hospital, Hampton, Vir-
ginia.
It was brought out, in the
course of the trial, that Negro
nurses throughout the South,
as a rule, receive less pay than
do white nurses; are given
separate facilities; are assign-
ed to less desirable work: and
are confined to Negro wards for
the most part.
In addition to this patent dif-
ferential treatment, Negro
physicians and dentists are not
allowed to practice or even to
treat their own patients in
white hospitals across t h e
South.
In as much as racial segrega-
tion in hospitals and other
health and medical agencies re-
ceiving federal funds is in vio-
lation of Title VI of the 1965
Civil Rights Act, complaints
were filed with the Department
of Health. Education and Wel-
fare which disburses funds to
these agencies.
HEW is under legislative
compulsion to withdraw or deny
financial a i d to hospitals.
schools and all other agencies
that fail to comply with the
explicit anti-discrimination re-
quirements of the Civil Rights
Act. It is disquieting to note
that. thus far, HEW has not
seen fit to deny funds to hos-
pitals that have deliberately re-
fused to abandon their policies
of segregation.
The NAACP Legal Defense
Fund lawyers thought that an
end had been brought to the ex-
clusion or unequal treatment of
Negro patients and physicians
in the South when they won
a decisive victory in a suit
against two North Carolina
hospitals. Though the Supreme
Court sustained the ruling of
the lower court, the action did
not affect the segregated prac-
tices of hospitals, clinics and
medical societies not involved
in the suit.
It was generally assumed
that the anti-discrimination
provisions of the Civil Rights
Act would bring an end to hos-
pital discrimination, among
other undemocratic practices,
and thus eliminate the need for
expensive lawsuits. This as-
sump4n stemmed from the be-
lief that an appeal to HEW
would bring appropriate relief
to Negroes who had been un-
fairly treated. This proved to be
not so.
Even in cases where com-
plaints have been certified as
to their validity by government
investigators, no denial of fed-
eral financial assistance has
taken place. This does not
speak well for HEW. The de-
partment's reluctance to force
compliance by the simple means
of refusing financial aid to
needy hospitals bears an un-
fortunate implication that pol-
itics is involved in this struggle
for recognition and legitimate
rights.
Mobutu, The Dictator
Gen. Joseph D. Mobutu has
taken the final step in estab-
lishing himself as the com-
plete and supreme authority in
the Congo. He has stripped the
African Parliament of the last
of its functions, assuming for
himself all national legislative
powers.
Further decrees are expected
to ratify the Congo's budget,
already drafted, and to reduce
the number of provinces from
21 to 14. A presidential memo-
randum said the new plan would
cut down administrative ex-
penses and remove bureau-
cratic inefliciences.
Gen. Mobutu, who became
chief executive in a coup d'etat
last Nov. 25, sent his decree to
parliament after a cabinet
meeting. He abrogated a par-
liament-approved order of Nev.
30 under "Which parliament,
while handing over lawmaking
powers to the president, retain-
ed the right to pass on his de-
crees.
Two weeks ago, Gen. Mobufki
opened the new session of par-
liament by announcing that its
right of review had been revok-
ed. He did say, however, that
parliament would be consulted
on the national budget and on
provincial reorganization.
The decree issued this week
confirmed the legislature's loss
of power. In his memorandum,
Gen. Mobutu called on legisla-
tors of those provinces destined
to disappear to "accept without
contest these measures for the
good'of the country."
While these decrees are giv-
en the color of welfare expe-
dients for the good of the coun-
try, It is obvious that their
Primary purpose is to install
Mobutu as permanent, uncon-
tested head of the country. This
is the path followed by all dic-
tators. Had the General truly
had the good of the country at
heart, he would not have strip-
ped the parliament of its legis-
lative powers. This he did to
clear the way for his dictator-
ship — which eventually will
lead to revolution andigelood-
shed.
And He Was Feeling So Good'
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MY DREAM
By
MARTIN LUTHER KING, J
Creative Non-Conformist
Not long ago, I Epoke at Duke
University in North Carolina.
Most of the people in the au-
dience were white, I talked about
the mandates of the gospel.
and at the end of the speech,
a young white theological stu-
dent said:
"You know, Dr. King, I agree
with everything you said. I be-
lieve in it even more since I've
come into theological school and
studied the meaning of the gos-
pel."
'On all of these issues, he said,
"I just wish I could do some-
thing about it. But you know
I'm the pastor of a white
church about 80 miles away
from here and if I said anything
like this, if I even talked about
brotherhood from .my .pulpit.
They would kick me out."
I thought about this young
man. I considered his dilemma
and I said to myself: "Here is
a man who forces himself to
take abuse bacause the major-
ity opinion is against him. He
is afraid to become a creative
non-conformist."
I think Ralph Waldo Emerson
in his essay on self reliance was
eminently correct when he said.
"A man cannot truly be a man
unless he can be a non-confor-
mist". Long before Emerson
wrote these words, the apostle
Paul, in his letter to the Roman
Christians said, "Be not con-
formed to this world, but be ye
transformed by the renewing of
your mind."
Paul w a s saying, In sub-
stance, don't fear to dissent, for
if you're going to be a Chris-
tian. take the gospel of Jesus
Christ seriously, you must he
a dissenter, you must he a non-
conformist.
Many philosophical sociolo-
gists would say in substance
that morality is little more than
group consensus, and folkways
are the right ways. Some
psychologists would say that
the most ready and acces-
sible path to personality and
emotional adjustment is through
acting like other people.
So everybody seeks to walk
like everybody else: think like
everybody elae and act
like everybody else.
Sucese, recognition, confor-
mity are what we often find
ourselves seeking, and we feel
that the best path to success
I. the path of conformity. But
in spite of this prevalent atti-
tude, the words of the apostle
Paul ring across the centuries:
"Be not conformed to this
world." In other words, we as
Christians are called to be men
of conviction and not of con-
formity. We are called upon to
be men of moral nobility and
not men of social respectablity.
As Christians, we are called
upon to live differently, to be
loyal ultimately and only to
Jesus Christ, and to His ethical
insights.
The philosopher, Nietzsche,
once said: "Every man is a
hammer on an anvil." Are you
going to be an anvil, molded by
the patterns of society? Are
you going to be a hammer,
molding the patterns of se-
ciety?
To put it another way, what
are you going to be, a ther-
mometer or a thermostat? Go
to your house thermometer, look
at it hard. You discover that
it does nothing but record
and register the temperature.
There's anot her instrument.
When you push it a bit, if it
70 degress and you want it to
be 80, you push it up a little.
That's called a thermostat. It
not only records and registers
the temperature, but it regu-
lates the temperature.
Many people fear nothing
more terrible than to take a
position which stands o u t
sharply and clearly from the
prevailing opinion. You know
most people are cowards at this
point, and they just follow the
crowd.
Then, another tragedy of the
modern world is that we have
ended up in an age of jumboism.
We worship that which is big
— big buildings, big cars, big
houses, big corporations. We
find our greatest security in big-
ness, big cities. This has all but
led us to believe that we are
safer when we take a position
that is in line with the major-
ity. And so we end up astronom-
ically intimidated. Many of
our white brothers all across
the south really feel deep down
in their hearts that the Negro
should have a place in the gun
of justice in America, yet they
remain silent because they are
afraid that the majority around
them will criticize them and
that they will suffer social os-
tracism. (ANP Feature)
Jackie
Robinson
Says ri-tt?t
People Who Don't Care
I discussed a meeting I had
with Nat H. Hentel, District
Attorney of Queens, N.Y., who
who was appointed by Governor
Rockefeller to fill the vacancy
created by the election of his
predecessor. Frank O'Connor, to
the New York City Council.
Hentel has initiated a Com-
munity Relations Department
in his office and is taking the
positive approach of working
with the community to develop
law appreciation, rather than
placing all the emphasis on law
enforcement.
There is one aspect of Mr.
Hentel's philosophy which in-
trigues me very much. He is
working to try to popularize
the theory that each man is
his brother's keeper. He is wag-
ing war on the kind of thinking
which prompts people to turn
their backs on a fellow man in
distress.
A recent New York Times ac-
count of the senseless shooting
of a Negro Army captain in a
Southern city — a commission-
ed officer who was preparing to
return to his post in Viet Nam
— starkly illustrates this kind
of thinking. It was brutal that
this soldier should have been
wounded in such a cowardly
way. It was just as brutal that
A Negro couple refused to take
him to the hospital in their car
because, as they put it, they did
"don't want to get involved."
The same kind of cruel inci-
dent occurred during the latest
Watts rioting. A Mexican truck
driver, who had been shot,
staggered from door to door,
knocking pitifully and asking to
be taken in so he could lie down
with his wound until help cotty
he obtained. No one would let
him in and he died in the
street.
This same kind of don't give
a damn attitude is reflected in
our big cities when some knife-
wielding young hoodlum inti-
midates someone on a crowded
subway and no one will lift a
finger to help — or when a
woman is raped in her apart-
ment and screams for help —
to no avail — because people
"don't want to get involved.
District Attorney Hentel
says this is wrong. He says it
is symbolic of a terrible illness
in our society. He attacks It
by taking the positive ap-
proach. He has created a Dis-
trict Attorney's Certificate of
Merit which is awarded to any-
one who makes any kind of sac-
rifice to help his fellow man.
He has also appealed to
young people to break what he
calls "the code of silence." For
many years, it has been the
code of the underworld not to
"rat," not to "snitch" when one
knows someone is doing some-
thing wrong.
This District Attorney has
appealed to youngsters not to be
bound by that code and thus
to help society defeat the terri-
ble evil of narcotics which is be-
ing introduced to too many of
our young people by addicts and
pushers.
He has lectured in schools,
challenging young people who
know about the activities of an
addict or a pusher to tell the
authorities or tell their parents
and urge them to do so.
This suggestion horrifies
many parents and some school
nrincinals have refused to al-
low him to make such a sug-
veqtion at their school assem-
blies. These parents and prin-
cipals do not want to get their
children involved.
What they fail to realize is
that the horrible disease of
done addiction might strike
their own child at any given
moment. They are too selfish to
see that their cooperation
might save a human life, might
nrevent an innocent youngster
from the contamination and
catastrophe of narcotics addi-
tion.
Until the majority of the
members of the human family
come to learn that no man is
an island, that we are all in-
volved in the happiness and the
tragedy of otherselves, we will
continue to live in a world
where human misery is an ac-
cepted fact of life.
I wish there were more men
in public office like District At-
torney Nat Hentel. For he is
performing not only a job, but
a service to mankind. (ANP
Feature.)
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Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN
Passover, 1966
The feast of Passover is prob-
ably the only religious holiday
which is as-old as recorded his-
tory itself. Some scholars be-
lieve it began as a festival in
which the people performed rit-
uals to keep their house free of
disease, sickness, and hunger.
When the Hebrews left Egypt,
Passover become an agricultur-
al festival.
"And they baked unleavened
cakes of the dough which they
brought forth out of Egypt, for
it was not leavened; because
they were thrust out of Egypt.
and could not tarry, neither
had they prepared for them-
selves any victual." (Exodus
12:39).
Unleavened bread was used
regularly in the sacrificial rit-
ual of the Temple at Jerusalem.
This ritual took place in the
spring, the time of year when
life is young and everyone
wants to begin afresh, just as
the Hebrews began afresh
when they escaped from Pha-
raoh. Thus, 'St. Paul says,
"Clean out the old yeast that
yeast that you may be fresh
dough."
The well-to-do had complete
sets of pots and pans and table-
ware used only on Passover.
The poor cleaned and scoured
everything, boiling each pot and
plate and utensil to remove
every trace of what had gone
before — and to prepare for the
unleavened bread of the "new
grains" (matzoh) and the sym-
bolic eating of the paschal lamb
and the bitter herbs.
In the old days, the Jews ate
a lamb which had been sacri-
ficed to God. Today a symbolic
roasted shank bone rests on the
center plate during the Pass-
over meal, the Seder. Christian-
ity used this idea when the dis-
ciples said .1110us was the pas-
chal lamb of the world. For this
reason the three Synoptic Gos-
pels call the Last Supper the
Passover meal.
SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 1966 DEFEN DEP
I.
PRESENTING CANTATA — The Easter Cantata, "THE
SEVEN LAST WORDS OF CHRIST" by Theodore DuBois
will be rendered by II Cantatorium at Clayborn Temple
AME Church. The presentation is scheduled for Good Fri-
day evening, April 8, 1966 at 8:00 P.m. An invitation is ex-
tended to the many friends and patrons of 11 Cantatorium.
RECEIVES KEY — At a banquet held re.
cently by the New Chicago 40th Ward Civ-
ics Club, club's president Matthew R Pa-
•
/
Members seen here on back row are Osie B. Lewis, tenor;
Luclous Lamar, tenor; Lee Cunningham, tenor; Louis Har-
vey, bass-baritone; and Harry Winfield, director. In front
Mattle P. Carter, alto; Jive T. Bell, alto; Georgia Braswell,
soprato; Rosetta Peterson, organist-president; and Bar-
bara Whitley, soprano.
via receives a key presented by Mayor
Ingram as principals L. B. Hobson and Wil-
liam Cox look on.
ATTEND YWCA ADULT CONFERENCE — 
Memphis dele-
Rates to the Kentucky-Tennessee Adult 
YWCA Conference
are from left, Mrs. Addle G. Owens, director
 of YWCA
branch; Mrs. Nettie Brown and Mrs. Myrtle 
Daniels, mem-
bers of the Young Adult Club of the branch; and Mrs. Maxine
Johnson, member of be Oates Manor YWCA area committee
and Y.Club.
Four Attend Conference
Young Women': Christian As-
sociation Kentucky- Tennessee
March 19-20 in Louisville, Ken-
tucky.
Mrs. Addle G. Owen, Direc-
tor of the Sarah Brown Branch
YWCA was accompanied by
Mrs. Nettie Brown, 1640 Camer-
on, and Mrs. Myrtle Daniels,
372 Butler, members of the Gay
Y'Ers Club of the Branch, and
Mrs. Maxine Johnson, 1074 Tul-
ly, member of the Are Center
Community Oates Manor YW.
CA.
Mrs. Brown who was elected
treasurer in 1965 of the Ken-
tuek y•Tennessee Conference,
served in this capacity at the
1966 Conference in Louisville
where 125 representatives of 5
Associations attended.
Theme of the Conference was
"Christian Purpose; How Far
Our Candle Throws Its Beam."
The keynote speech was made
by Miss Lois Graty, former
member of the National YWCA
Staff. A panel discussion of
"The YWCA as A Christian
Movement - In Terms of To-
day's World." Panelists were
Miss Sarah Landan, Economic
teacher at Berea college on "E-
conomic & Political Force*
Which Affect Our Lives and
The YWCA Movement," Mrs.
Norman Anderson, case worker
for Community Action Program
on "What is Happening in the
Field of Social Welfare • How
It Relates to the YWCA Pur-
pose;" and Dr. Andrew E. F.
Anderson, Rector of St. An-
drew Episcopal Church on "New
Trends in Theology • The Move
Toward Ecumenism and Its
Implications For the YWCA."
Discussion
coffee hour,
and election
activities.
groups.
business
rounded
banquet.
meeting,
out the
The four delegates from tit.
Branch and the Oates Manns
Center were a part of a dele-
gation of twenty from the Mom-
his Association.
1.0( AI, GOP RECEPTION--Seen here at a recent local re-
ception for the GOP State Executive Committee, from left,
Julius Hurst, State chairman; Mrs. Gussie Young, mem-
ber of the primary board; Vicki Higgins, member of the
county central (ommittee, Dr. Winfield Dunn, county chair.
BABY CONTEST — Sigma Epsilon Tau chapter of Alpha
Chi Pi Omega Sorority sponsored its annual Baby Contest
at the Beautician Home recently. Babies, from left, are
Anthony Giicrest, Linda Faye Johnson, Marva LaFonga
Graves (winner of the second prize), Phrillis Kay Hender-
son, Yolanda Smith (winner of the third prize), and Mit-
man; Mrs. Estalyn Ross, member of the county central .
committee; and Mrs. Greta Adair, member of the county
central committee, take time out to have a picture made.
(Photo by Gene L. Robinson)
chelic Denise Scullock (first prize winner). Members, from
left, are Mrs. Gecko a Williams, Mrs. Amanda Webster,
Mrs. Priscilla Burke, Mrs. Ester Covington, Mrs, Jessie
Mae Ilendersou, Mrs. Etta Smith, Mrs. Addle M. Woods,
Mrs. Lucille Nance, and Mrs. Etta Mae Flowers (basileus
of the chapter).
LOVE THAT EASTER BUNNY! — Three
campus fraternity sweethearts caught an
early Easter bunny at Tennessee State uni-
versity, and the bunny is not complaining.
In fact, be Is seeking membership in the
three fraternities represented by the lovely
trio. From left ire Mrs, Artistry,* Welch,
,.ectheart of Kappa 1Ipha Psi and a mem-
brr of the Administration, Curriculum and
Instruction faculty; Miss Anna Hicks,
sweetheart of Omega Psi Phi, a senior from
Roanoke, Va.; and Miss Barbara Dye, the
sweetheart of Phi Beta Sigma, a sexier
fronigFort Knox, Ey,
X
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'Faith is not belief in spite of evidence, but life in scorn of
cinsequences''. Kirscpp Lake
Filth. determination, exhiliaration, simplicity and charm
briew of the qualites possessed by MRS. HUBERT HORA-
TIO firMPHREY, wife of the VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
JNITED STATES.
Mrs. Humphrey accompanied her husband to Memphis Fri
lay and was guest of honor at a Dutch
-Treat luncheon in the
-:HERATON-PEABODY SKYWAY. The luncheon was Planned
Mr,s, George Grider, who, along with her husband, CON-
4iRESSMAN GRIDER, accompanied the Humphreys to Mem-
;is aboard one of the Presidential Jets.
The very gracious Mrs. Grider introduced the guest of
ionor who received a standing ovation from the 250 women
'ho represented a cross section of Democratic workers and
, omen's oganizations.
_ Mrs. Humphrey was wearing a white wool suit diagonally
•:.riped - brown which was a perfect foil for her silver hair. Her
ultfit was beautifully complimented by Phalaenopsis Orchids
learned can be described as "butterfly orchids."
. hey were a token from the Democratic women.
The second lady of our nation gave an interesting account
, a her life as wife of the Vice-president, and as she spoke, it
as obvious that she loves and respects her husband dearly.
told of her 18 years in Washington, where she sews with the
X' ad Cross and entetains visiting groups among her many
,her offici31 duties.
She said her greatest role is accompanying her husband and
has traveled in almost forty-four states with him, and has
o travelel to Alaska and even the leper colonies of Hawaii
:npargrung for her husband.
• Mrs. Humphrey's pet project is Mental Retardation. She
•• ry candidly told of her first grandchild who was born re-
.-ded. "Life in scorn of consequences-. Mrs. Humphrey works
•• 
-nscientiousiy with the mentally retarded program consulting
• searcners about developments in the field. The child's name
Ictoria" is symbolic of the success we are sure will come In
is area.
. When queried about the new mansion for the Vice
-President,
, rs. Humphrey told the ladies of the press that she de-empha-
: zes the Humphrey role. This is an official residence for the
ice-President, not just a home for the Humphreys.
• Shaiing the speakers table vnth Mesdames Humphrey and
•:rider were Mesdames DIX ARCHER, A. MACE° WALKER,
; hose husband is president of UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE
.,.OMFANY; AILS. E. C. STIMBERT, wife of the CITY
,'.CHOOLS SUPERINTENDENT; JAMES IRWIN, wife of
: IEMOCRATIC CHAIRMAN OF MEMPHIS AND SHELBY
OUNTY; ROBERT SHAFFER, CHAIRMAN CITY BEAUTI-
1 UL COMMISSSION; STATE REPRESENTATIVE JOAN
‘• TRONG; HOLLiS F. PRICE, wife of the PRESIDENT of LE-
• OYNE COLLEGE, JACK RAMSEY, EDMUND ORGILL,
- hose husband is a former Mayor; JAMES MOORE, the CITY
OMMISSIONER'S wife who is so pleasant in conversation;
EORGE HOUSTON, RICHARD WHITE; MARSHALL LEWIS:
:WILLIAM MORRiS, wife of the Sheriff; J. E. WICKS, H. T.
; OCKARD, wife of the SQUIRE; PETE SISSON, whose hus-
iand is a CITY COMMISSIONER; C. C. DAVIS, who was Co-
.. ..'hairman of the program; and C. L. TAYLOR, PRESIDENT
the TENNESSEE FEDERATION OF DEMOCRATIC WOM-
.i1N, who also served on a committee with Mrs. Grider in prepa-
;ation for the luncheon.
MRS. ELIZABETH RUSSELL, gave the invocation. Other
•nembers of various committees assisting Mis. Grider were
NIesdames HOWARD RICHARD, B. J. HOYT, CHARLES
CRUMP. TOMMY POWELL, OSCAR EDMONDS, WILLIAM
WEN, LELAND ATKINS. HAROLD J. WHALUM, wife of
the VICE PRESIDENT of UNION PROTECTIVE ASSUR-
kNCE CO.; who was ultra chic in a grey silken wool suit with
a iwhite silk blouse sporting a jeweled neckline of the same
material as the suit—her profile hat was also grey; FRANK
BYRD; ./OHN GRIDER, the Congressman's sister-in-law; J.
WICKS, GORDON FARLEY; REVA BOONE and A. L. MIS-
TIN. flgwao
Glimpsed in the crowd of fashionably dressed women were
MRS. ERNEST C. WITHERS, wife of the well known photo-
grapher; MRS. CHRISTINE PLUNKETT; MRS. ROBERT
DAVIDSON, noter restaurateur; MRS. JAMES T. SOMER-
VILLE, JR.; MRS. MARIE L. ADAMS; MRS. A. F. MASON;
MRS. R. S. LEWIS, JR.; MRS. L. H. TWIGG, wife of the
PRESIDENT of UNION PROTECTIVE ASSURANCE CO.;
MISS BARBARA NEAL; MISS ROSA ROBINSON; MRS. JOBE
WALKER, who attended the INAUGURATION in WASHING-
TON; MRS. EDDIE CURRIE, and MRS. S. H JOHNSON.
Otnci tactics espied were MRS. PHILLIP BOOTH, PRIN-
CIPAL of KEEL AVENUE SCHOOL FOR HANDICAPPED
DEFENDER SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 1966
FOUR DEBUTANTES — Looking forward to the annual
Debutante Ball to be held in Club Paradise on Friday night,
May 41, are these four young women, who along with 46
others will be presented at the affair sponsored by the
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. From left are Misses Luella
RUBY D. SP1GHT; MRS. WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE, wife
of our Chief, looislng smart in a black profile hat; MRS. HOR-
ACE WALLACE, wife of the MANAGER OF FULLER PRO-
DUCTS. MRS. R. Q. VENSON, COORDINATOR OF THE MEM-
PHIS SHELBY COUNTY ANTI-POVERTY PROGRAM; MRS.
MONA LEVITCH; MRS. NEWTON STERN; MISS HARRY
MAE SLAONS, PRINCIPAL OF MAGNOLIA ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL; Mrs. Helen Shelby, MRS. J. A. McDANIEL, wife of
the DIRECTOR OF THE MEMPHIS URBAN LEAGUE and
many others.
Our thanks to Congressman Grider's staff. MRS. ALBER-
TA BOARTFIELD, MRS. ELIZABETH FREEMAN, NEAL
GREGORY and of course our friend, MRS. MARJORIE ULEN,
who is in the Congressman's Washington office, who saw that
every courtesy was accorded the Press.
Tablemates of ours and members of the Fourth Estate were
JEWEL HULBERT. of the MEMPHIS WORLD, JUDY KEIS-
LING, MEMPHIS UNION NEWS, who graciously consented
to make a picture for us, but had trouble with her camera;
DRUE SMITH, ,of the GOVERNOR'S office whose efferves-
cence is pleasant to iecall and KAY PITTMAN of the PRESS
SCIMITAR.
Then there was that vivacious personality KIT BURKLAND
of WHER who also attended Mrs. Humphrey's press confer-
ence.
BETA CHI CHAPTER of CHI ETA PHI SORORITY was
hostess to their SOUTHEASTERN REGION at the HOLIDAY
INN MIDTOWN over the week-end. Theme of the meeting for
the nurses arganization was "MOVING FORWARD IN A
CHANGlNG WORLD'.
Officers of the local chapter of the sorority are SORORS
JESSIE L. VENSON, BASILEUS, LILLIAN THOMPSON,
ANTI-BASILEUS, LAURA KINCHELOW, GRAMMATEUS;
JENCY MITCHELL, EPISTOLEUS; FRANKIE BODDEN, TA-
MIAS; RUBY HINES, PARLIAMENTARIAN and CHAPLAIN.
Other Sorors are EDITH HAMMOND, GERTRUDE HOL-
LEY, Sttli AI! HURT, EUENIA SMITH, BERNICE WALKER
and SELENA WATSON.
The iegional meeting was climaxed Saturday night with a
cocktail party and some of the guests seen were DR. CLARA
BRAWNER, GLADYS and DR. EDWARD REED, VELMA
LOIS JGNES escorted by PAUL R. JONES, who had been the
speaker for the. group earlier in the day, he's CONSULTANT
COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE, you know! JOH.N ARNOLD, LEONARD MIT-
CHELL, MERTIS EWELL, escorted by ATTY. A. A. LATTING,
DR. OSCAR SPEIGHT, ETHEL and WILLARD BELL, EMMA
MITCHELL, JEWEL HULBERT, BETTY and DR. A. F. SA-
VILLE and GENEVA FLOYD. L. D. EWELL played the piano.
CHARLES PATTERSON, Principal of WALKER ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL was very impressive when he installed the
SPHINXMEN of ALPHA DELTA LAMBDA Chapter of ALPHA
PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY in the CONTINENTAL ROOM of
the METROPOLITAN AIRPORT Sunday evening. The pledge
club of the fraternity is composed of young men from Le-
• MOYNE COLLEGE, MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY,
CHILDREN, who ha., received several invitations to WHITE CHRISTIAN BROTIIERS 
COLLEGE and SOUTHWESTERN
HOUSE CONFERENCES on Handicapped Children; MRS. JO- UNIVERSITY.
SEPH P. SHANNON, SR., PRINCIPAL OF GEORGIA AVE- Mr. Patterson, who
NUE SCHOOL, which has several classes for handicapped
Children; MRS. MILEY JOFLNIKAN and MRS. CALVERTA
ISHMAEL, who both work with the CITY BEAUTIFUL COM-
MISSION; MRS. BERNICE CALLOWAY; MISS VELMA LOIS
JONES. Basileus of ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY; MRS.
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW-PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE 576
527-5408
was presented by JOSEPH WEST,
FARMER'S
MARKET
Store No. 1
2861 Lamar
24 Hrs. Per Day
(We Never Close)
Store No. 2
2261 S. Bellevue
Open 6 A.M.
till Midnight
L.e 
Itovoilleur Club is 
sponsoring a
BRIDGE. 
IOLIRTIAMENI" at the
Sarah 1-l• 
Brown YWCA
1044 
Rvississ.ipi Blvd.
April 14, 1966 
— 
p.M.
Please Coil 
Joe Purdy — 
525-0785
or 
Write Some at
1500 
"Thomas St., c/o 
Pepsi Cola 
Company
Your 
Churchot Club 
Announcements Weekly
Maple, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Maple, Sr.; Patri-
cia Tucker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tucker; Lillian
Sueing, daughter of Mrs. B. W. Wilsons and Donna A .Duc-
kett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Duckett. tHooks
B I os . Photo) . .
was prime filet, bake° potato, chef salad, iced tea and water-
melon ice cream were DR. AND MRS. W. 0, SPEICalT, JR.,
parents of one of the pledgees who are looking forward to their
son joutirg his fathei's L'aternity, and MRS. JEWEL HUI,
BERT.
After the dinner the group converged on the TOP IIAT
AND TAiLS CLUBHOUSE where they had invited some of
their cfllegiate friends to dance to the sounds of ARCHIE TUR-
NER and his UNPREDICTABLES. They even have a record
out, caced "HUMPY'. Sounds good too!
The Clubs; The PLAMiNGO BRIDGE CLUB met at Mrs.
Cain's with VERA STEVENSON as hostess and an umbrella,
a straw bag and cologne were the prizes.
Lucky winners were VERA CLARK, ADA JACKSON and
JES:.IE PRESLEY.
Flamingoes enioOng the monthly bridge fest were BER-
THA DiLLARD, CHESTINE COWAN', ELEANOR CURRIE,
WILMA CAMPBELL, RIO JACKSON, WARLIESE HORNE,
MARY ROBERTSON, JEAN YARBROUGH and FANNIE
WEST.
EridaY night foond the VIPs gathering at the FLAME in
response to BERNIE COLE'S invitation. Bernice's score card
and tally sheets were pretty Easter bunnies which had been
made by her club member FAYE LEWIS who was in a car
accident Friday and unable to make the meeting.
This was the first meeting for new members JOYCE WED-
DINUTON, who captured a prize to boot, and VERA SMITH.
*Tivas a nice introduction for the girls planned by the host-
ess whose menu consisted of Cornish hens and t h e other
wherewithal. Prizes ran the gamut from jewelry, toilette set,
pendant watch, gloves and scarf set, novelty pens, towel set
1 and pui.;e organizers.
Lucky club winners tesides Joyce were VELMA LOIS
JONES and MARTHA BROWN, from Coldwater, Miss. Guest
winner—just thought about it all the guests received gifts —
MARIDELLE ADAMS, and ANN WEATHERS for their skill
at bridge and the rest of us, just because Bernice is nice.
Members present were Eb1MA JEAN STOTTS, MAUDE
GILLISPIE, also from Coldwater, MARIE STINSON, SHEILA
ROBBERTSON, sporting a Mia Farrow haircut a la J 0 S E-
PHINE, you kniw, JOSEPHINE NORMAN, who's really an
artist at coiffures; MARY HELEN EZELL, VALT1NA ROBIN-
SON and EARL,NE MOBLEY.
BROOK, PRESiDENT of Alpha Delta Lambda, admonished
the young men in the manly virtues of Alpha, giving them, the
Alpha motto, "First of all, servants of all, we shall transcend
all," as their guide.
Members of the group and their dates are the PRESI-
DENT JAMES RUSSELL, a Memphis State student with his
wife, LIZZIE; Vice President BETHEL HARRIS, also a Mem-
phis State student escorting DEBORAH GREENE, SECRE-
TARY COLBY SMITH, of Southwester,n with his sister, ELO-
ISE SMI1H; TREASURER BILLY SPEIGHT, LeMoyne and
Memphis State escorting BARBARA HENCE; BUSiNESS
MANAGER ARCHIE TURNER, Memphis State escorting BEV-
ERLY JOYNER, CHAPLAIN EDDIE WALSH, Memphis State,
with RIIRYSTEIN BOYKINS; SONG LEADER ELMER HAR-
RISON-, Christian Brothers College, and BOBBIE METCALFE;
SGT. Al ARMS LORENZO CHLDRESS Southwestern with AR-
NETTA PHIIIIPS, MELVIN TUGGLE, Memphis State, es-
corting PATRICIA MARTIN; EMMITT WOODS, LeMoyne,
with SHELIA GRANT; NATHANIEL PARKER, Memphis
State. with BERTHA PURYEAR and HASTINGS STEWARD,
Memphis State with JANICE HILL.
CHARLES TARPLEY, VICE PRESIDENT of Alpha Delta
Lambda anl DEAN OF PLEDGEES also spoke to the group
of well groomed young men and beautifully attired young
ladies. MRS. I ARPLEY was presented a token from the group
by Eddie Walsh, who acted as MC.
MRS. WESTBROOK accompanied her husband and
guests enjoying the very pleasant evening and dinner
other
which
Experienced
Buyers
Most people who will buy
homes this year are not first-
time purchasers, says the Tile
Council of America. Eight out
of 10 buyers have owned homes
before.
HAM ND
CDR STUDIOS
muNAPHi TONNA.
ORGANS • PIANOS
SALES • SERVICE .RENTALS
Phan*
682-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.
TOOTHACHE
Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
formula puts it to work in-
stantly to stop throbbing
toothache pain, so safe doc-
tors recommend it for
teething
° ra jer
Achieve
Your Educational
Goal!
PRIVATE
TUTORING
Most Subjects
Any Age
B-E Approved
I. Sheft, Tutor
275-3300
100% ELLIMAN HAIR WIGS
WAREHOUSESALE! ITPROWEFRROMYOU!
WHY PAY RETAIL PRICE—
WHEN YOU CAN BUY WHOLESALE!
PHONE
527-3619
YOUR CHOICE:.$2495 LAY-AWAY or FthANCING
THIS IS A RETAIL SALE!
DEALERS ARE WELCOME
1MON CLAIRE INC.14 NORTH MAIN ST. OPENTHURSDAYTIL' 9 P.M.
PEPSI-COLA
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MISS LUeY BARBER
Miss Lucy Barber To Be Married
Moderates
Sponsor Card
Tournament
The Moderates Bridge club
held its second annual Bridge
and Whist Tournament on last
. Friday night at the Mcy Acres
Country club, and presented
some 43 gifts to winners.
The club was organized in
1939 and includes 13 young pro-
fessional woman.
Officers and members are
;Mrs. Juanita Truitt, president;
;Mrs. Hannah M. Boyd, vice
President; Mrs. Barbara Atkins,
secretary; Miss Virginia Grin-
ner, corresponding secretary;
Mrs. Jacqueline Ross, treasur-
er; Mrs. Gloria Venson, chap-
lain; Mrs. Barbara Bailey,
sergeant-at-arms; Mrs. Bernice
'Mayes, Mrs. Helen Whalum,
Mrs. Cynthia Winfrey, Mrs.
Joyce Blackmon, Mrs. Elaine
"Campbell and Miss Josephine
Whitmore
Noted for its charitable and
civic endeavors, the organisa-
tion is presently paying on a
life membership in the NAACP.
LeMoyne Students To
Have Two-Day Recess
LeMoyne college students and
faculty will be given two days
ioff for the Easter Holidays. No
;classes will be conducted on
Thursday and Friday of this
week.
LeMoyne Dean Lionel A. Ar-
nold. explained that this will be
, the spring break because no
'other vacation period has been
scheduled by the college for the
remainder of the school year.
On June 4
Saint Paul Baptist Church and Markhum Leon Stansbury—Deartis Barber. Sr., of 1635 East the Omega "Man of the Year
,
I
will be the setting for the June l Their engagement is announc-IMcLemore. Award,"
4 wedding of Miss Lucy Barberled by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.1
The couple plans to makeMr. Stansbury, is the son of
Mrs. Eliza Stansbury of 434-G their
South Wellington.
WOOLWORTH'S
Filled with .11inuet randiex
MILK CHOCOLATE EGG
Inside this brightly foil
wrapped hollow egg is a
cellophane package of 
candy-covered chocolate
Minuets. 51,i oz. size. 94
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111
Tog and candw
TREASURE EGGS
104emeis
These (Ando! plastic egg'
luve cleat nips. Ec h bolds
candy eats and a snrprist• toy.
Large assortment of
CANDY FILLED
EASTER BASKETS
99! 98
Many sizes filled with
chocolate marshmallow
rabbits, cream eggs, jelly
beans, Easter toy and more.
hoe-alai. car ered
CREME EGOS
Se...d
A%•ortet, crone: centers include
fruit-tint, pineapple, coconut,
cheiTy and maple IhtvoresL
YOUR MONEY'S 1011711 MORE AT
WOOLWORTH'S
The bride-elect is a graduate
of Manassas High School where
she was active in the National
Honor Society, Mu Alpha Theta,
Double Ten Society and sever-
al other organizations. She re-
ceived her bachelor of science
degree from Memphis State
university where she became a
member of Delta Sigma Theta;
Sorority. Miss Barber is em-
ployed by the Memphis City
Board of Education.
The bridegroom-elect is a
graduate of Booker T. Washing-
ton High School where he was
a member of the National Hon-
or Society, Editor of the War-
rior and the Washingtonian and
i,a member of several otherdubs on the campus.
He attended Lincoln Univer-
sity at Jefferson City, Mo., and
will receive his bachelor of
science degree from Lane Col-
lege in Jackson in May.
At Lane, Mr. Stansbury is
basileus of Omega Psi Phi Fra-
ternity, editor of the Lanite,
campus photographer and was
elected to "Who's Who in A-
merican Colleges and Universi-
ties."
home in Memphis
Johnson, Proprietor and director
of Cleo's Model School of Charm
in Chicago, will be the guest
model at the Alphabettes"
"Champagne with Fashions",
Saturday April 9, high noon in
the Chicago Plaza Ballroom.
Mrs. Johnson, who is the Secre-
tary of the Modeling Associa-
tion of American has received
many citations and honors for
her many acivities in the field
of fashion. Local models will
, He is a recent recipient of also be featured at the show.
I'm
JAMES NICHOLS
• • •
Aren't YOU ready for
a 1966 BUICK ?
Owning a BUICK
makes you feel
very Special
SEE ME AND SEE
HOW EASY IT IS —
BLUFF CITY BUICK
739 UNION 525-5371
MODERATES SPONSOR TOURNAMENT — Members of
the Moderates Bridge club presented their annual Bridge
and Whist 'iournamettt last Friday night at the Alcy Acres
Country club and presented 43 gifts to winners. Seated from
left are Mrs. Juanita lrnitt, president; Mrs. Hannah M.
Boyd, vice president, sad Mrs. Jacqueline Ross, treasurer.
Standing, from left. are Mrs. Joyce Blackmon, Mrs. Cynthia
Winfrey, Mrs. Barbers Atkins, secretary; Miss Josephine
Whithorne, Mrs. Helen Whaltim, Mrs. Elaine Campbell,
Mrs. Bernice Mayes and Mrs. Barbara Bailey, sergeant-
at ams. (MeChristor Photo)
Churches...Schools...Civic Clubs...
Does your group need help
with important projects?
MRS. CORNELIA CRENSHAW, PUBLIC RELATIONS REPREBENTA.
TIVE, TOP VALUE ENTERPRISES, INC.
Get whatever you need—fast ...with help
from Top Value Stamps Group Saving Plan
Does your organiteticm need sistra help
with sorn• special project? Do you
wont to got new carpeting for the par-
ish house . . . a new toffee urn or a
new applicanc• for rho club kitchen?
Tap Volue's Group Saving Plan hos
h•lPosi moony different organizations
got ell Minds of things; automobiles;
school buses; visual old equipment;
choir robes; new furniture; wheel
chairs; clothing . . . whatever was
mited.
Any accredited, nottlirefet organisation
ten get this kind of help from this Top
Value Stamp people, right her. In
Memphis.
EASY AND FAST
T,p val ue will h•lp you organise a
Gr•up Saving Plan, •spotielly tailored
to your needs. You skailly request ill
of your rnentbits whe soy. Top Vaiu•
Stomps to save them together, •ir a
group. You'll bis emoted as hew quick-
ly your books will odd up when your
members contribute just erne or two
books each.
So many M•mphis area families save
Top Value Stamps that a high p•rcent-
ago of your m•mbers will take part in
your protect-plan right away.
FREE PLANNING KIT
The basic details for making any plan
succ•ssful have °Woody been worked
out. Will be happy to giv• one of
th•s• planning kits to soy qualified
parson, fre•
Why not cell on Tea Yalu. Stamps
when your group n•eds help with int-
portont proiects! Will be very keg",
to be of service. Give us a call today.
SPECIAL TELEPHONE SERVICE
We have set up a special telephone
service lust se handle requests fir
information. Just ll 272-2125.
Can your group use help
with projects Ides thereof
Chrirlasas Nye Per orphan
Telewelea seep ter elseWas
Vsealloa tip ler No alkalise
Furniture for perish Weft
Isidprnitot for club, amber
wheel Sicken 0
0School bye
Audio-visual training airegaseat 0
New churds organ or pleas 0
Call on Tepitakasssego
make yaw prateie auseasal
When your group needs a helping hand—call Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw
ak TOP VALUE PUBLIC RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE
Top Value Stamps
GROUP SAVING PLAN
Top Value Enterprises, Inc . It20 Union Ave Memphis 272-2125
of
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LIP'S LIPS BUTTONED his convincing President J
son on why he should
Cassius "Muhammed A ii Vice President to his
Clay may have learned the hard l subiject, himself.
way that unrestricted WPPin- g "It would be the g eatest life
off can prove to be costly. insurance in the world. I told
may not be entirely his faultlhim he could go anywhere he
since his handlers probably did wanted, could take Mrs. Presi-
little to discourage the Louis- dent Johnson to the supermar-
vine Heavyweight Champi o n, ket or anything. Then he wanted
when Clay's brash remarks and to know why, and I told him,
knockout round predictions were how much safer can he get. ,
working the turnstiles overtime. Who in the devil is gonna do
The theater showings of the you any harm when a Black
Clay title fights via closed cir-' Muslim is gonna be the next
cult TV were predicted million president".
dollar bonanzas each time the
loquacious Black Muslim enter- Clay boasted proudly that he ,
ed the squared circle, had been fighting since he was
very young. In fact, I used
Gaseous Cassius has subdued my fists so much when I was
his opponents in the ring and , 5 kid, I was, oh, maybe fivc
has managed to stay a few wise 
-years old before I learned 1
cracks ahead of most fast talk- had fingers," Clay exclaimed.
lag reporters, but taking on the
United States government when MELROSE PRIMING FAST
he was quoted as making some Willie Dawson will not be a-1
unpatriotic remarks about Viet
Nam recently, Clay soon rea-
lized his feelings about his par-
ticipating in the war were best
left unsaid. The remarks all
but ruined his latest heavy-
weight title defense.
The fight that no U.S. city
would have after being origin-
ally scheduled for Chicago with
Ernie Terrell the challenger
ended up finally out of the
country in Toronto, Canada with
hard chin George Chuvalo the
eventual crown seeker. The Ca-
nadian brawler helped draw 13,
900 to the Toronto Gardens who
witnessed 15 savage rounds of
fighting before Clay was given
the nod in the third succesful
defense of the championship he
won from Liston in 1964. Chu-i
valo, who has been beaten by',
Floyd Patterson, kept his ree-;
ord clean of having never been
knocked off his feet despitei
looking like he had been run i
over by a truck after the punch
filled bout. Clay gave credit to .
Chuvalo's courage when he ,
beamed in the dressing room,.
"He's got the hardest head I've
ever punched."
CLAY AWAITS INDUCTION
While the gate attendance
wasn't too bad overall the rev-
enue from the fight fell fari
short of the projected $3 mil-
lions expected from closed cir-
cuit showings in theaters. Manyl
of the movie houses and mass
media producers developed a
hands off attitude when Clay
refused to apologize to the Chi-
cago Boxing Commission for
his Viet Nam statements. Less
than 40 outlets carried the
closed-circuit telecast of the
Toronto bout to stations in the
United States and Canada. Re-
ceipt.s from the telecasts are
expected to gross in the neigh-
borhood of $110,000. Before diffi-
culties mounted 230 outlets were
expected to air the fight.
Clay is expected to don the
Army khaki June 1 at which
time he's to take that giant
step forward which his critics
hope will soon put him face to
face with over 200,000 GI's al-
ready on active duty in Viet
Nam. "Muhammed Ali" hopes
that this will give him enough
time to defend his title against
Henry Cooper. Cooper is holder
of the British Empire heavy-
weight title. Terrell would be a
more logical challenger but it
is doubtful that agreeable terms
can be worked out. Terrell pull-1
ed out from the last trouble-I
ridden championship scrap be-
cause the Chicagoan didn't feel
the champ's managers were
cutting him in on enough of the
melon.
round in the sprints but Coach
Jesse Wilburn feels his defend-
ing Melrose state champs will
rise to the occasion as his thin-
claders get their first real test
in the star studded Civitan Re-
lays April 15-16 at the Fair-
grounds. Manassas and Wash-
ington are expected to extend
the Golden Wildcats.
Unusually quiet leading up to
and after the Chuvalo fight
Clay finally busted out of his
unbecoming silence with a bar-
rage of quips on the Johnny
Carson TV Show. Apparently
having been taught a lesson the
champ was subtle and showed
more discretion while rattling
off a monologue that included
11 Royals Get
Playoff Shares
CINCINNATI (UPI) — The
Royals voted playoff shares of
$760 apiece for 11 players,
coach Jack McMahon and train-
er Charley Swope.
Three ball boys were voted
$120 apiece and a locker room
assistant received $15 in the
split of the $10.000 the club earn-
ed for landing in the NBA East-
ern division playoffs. The Roy-
als were eliminated by the Bos-
ton Celtics in the division semi-
finals.
HIDE GRAY HAIR
SLICK BLACK
DOUBLE ACTION
/COLORS GRAY MIR na
2 DRESSES KAIR IN RACE
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
LeMOYNE CUTIES — Basketball season at LeMoyne Col-
lege is over but these cute coeds will find it hard to forget
because they had the distinction of being members of two
important groups—the Pep Squad and Drill Team. First
row, left to right: Jocelyn Jenkins, Deborah Warmsley and
SOME Forest Jones, left, owner
of a chain of barbecue restaurants in Indi-
ana, and Gordon K. Warren, an India-
napolis realtor, are shown examining a
prize Northern pike landed by Mr. Jones
at the Bull Moose Hunting and Fishing
Lodge in Ontario Province, Canada. The
two businessmen
-sportsmen recently bought
the lodge and will open It to the Public on
Mas 15 following extensive renovation. Lo-
cated on Crow Lake, 70 miles from Inter-
national Falls, Minn., the camp is popular
for its variety of fishing, along with its pre-
serves of bear, deer and moose.
•... The Home of .
1963 CADILLAC
1964 CADILLAC 
Sedan DeVille Full 
Power, Factory Air, 
Like New
1961 CADILLAC 
DeVtIle Sedan Full 
Power, Factory Air, 
One Owner
1962 CADIILLAC 
Fleetwood Full Power, 
Factory Air, Extra 
Nice
If you are 
going to buy a 
CADILLAC you
are better off to. 
buy at 
SOUTHERN MOTORS,
INC. People who 
trade here for a 
new car
Leave the Best 
Buys 
1964 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille Full Power, Factory Air, Like New
3 t OTHER 'CARS TO CHOOSE FROM, ALL MAKES(./ & MODELS, CLEAN. IN GOOD MECHANICAL
CONDITION. MOST OF THEM ARE ONE OWNER.
s ,7,„.,:.-,—.„:•,a,,,,,,raiirob.0L MOTORS, icsr"te"-77'1211 Helen—J/ 441217 Cr JA 741011 
0O N1,1'
Opole aveiskies
Let TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Ads Be Your Guide
Brenda
Sandra
/4 1
Wallace. Second row, left to right: Thelma Stewart,
McGlaun, Lora Ann Greene, captain and 'Miss
Homecoming': Emery Somerset and Yvonne Payne. Back
row, left to right: Georgia Hawkins, Hazell Glover, Nellie
Hamilton, Phyllis Tillman and Claudette Hence.
. S. Attempts To Find
Owners Of Gun Cache
SUMTER, S.C. — (NP1) —
Federal authorities are attempt-
ing to determine the origin,
ownership and intended destina-
tion of 10,000 crates of weapons
parts and ammunition recently
Confiscated by agents in a lo-
cal deserted warehouse.
Officials said there is a big
market in Latin America for
that kind of munitions and
parts.
The weapons were of Ameri-
can, British, Italian and German
manufacture. The weight of the
cache was estimated at 300
tons.
, The raid apparently was re-
lated to one made earlier at a
farm in Orangeburg, S.C. Raid-
ers netted 16 .50 caliber ma-
chine guns, five automatic
rifles, and scveral grenades.
All of the weapons were in
operable condition.
Federal agents posing as buy-
ers for a group in Florida plan-
ning a revolution in Latin
America set up the Orangeburg
raid.
Those arrested in the Orange-
}forger, 30; Mike O'Berry, 25,
of Aiken County, and Charles
W. Leaven, 38, Sumter.
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Training For Parents
Of Deaf Set June 4-10
The fifth annual Institute for
Parents of Preschool Deaf Child-
ren will be held in Knoxville at
the Tennessee School for the
Deaf, June 4-10. This institute
is sponsored jointly by the Ten-
nessee Department of Public
'Health, the Tennessee School
for the Deaf and the Tennessee
Hearing and Speech Founda-
tion.
The training session is plan-
ned as an aid to parents of
deaf children between the ages
of two and six in an effort to
provide guidance to understand-
ing the special problems of .
these children.
Miss Sylvia Stecher, Director, 
'67 NCAA CSpeech and Hearing Service,
Tennessee Department of 
said in discussing 
Pub-
lic HealthInstitute 
"A deaf child 
Meet A Sellout the 
needs early special training in
order to leal a normal life;
parents are often the best teach-
ers and the home is often the
best classroom for t h e pre-
school child.
Early Guidance
"Parent guidance and train-
ing is one of the most import-
ant steps in the education of a
'deaf child. This is the principal
reason for the Institute to as-
sist the parents in this early
, guidance and training of their
I child."
Parents will attend lectures in
the afternoons and evenings.
Nursery sesions will be held
in the mornings. Teachers of
the deaf will work directly with
the children at these sessions
where parents will observe and
receive instruction in teaching
the child at home. Parents will
also be given the opportunity
to make materials for use in
the home training program.
Each child will be given a
complete medical and psycho-
logical examination during the
week, and if it is found neces-
sary, a completp heari•1 eval
uation will be made.
F o r additional information
and application forms contact
the local health department
The number of parents and
children is limited and the
deadlin for application is, May
1.
age
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
Tickets for the 1967 National
Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion (NCAA) basketball tour-
nament to be held at the State
Fairgrounds here next March
24-25 were sold out early Mon-
day — the first day of sales.
James W. Browitt, execu-
tive director of the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition Centers,
said orders for more than
40,000 tickets arrived in the
first mail delivery. Browitt
said only 12,000 orders could
be filled, as the other tickets
will be held for the four com-
peting schools and the Bas-
,ketball Coaches Association.
Under NCAA regulations,
tickets must be purchased for
both nights of the two-day
tournament finals.
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
'WHILE YOU WAIT' SERVICE
FOR TOURISTS, SALESMEN!
eu
swim
367 Union
527-4471
2989 Summer
323-5594
FRIGIDAIRE SALE!
OVER 50 MILLION PRODUCTS BUILT and SOLD!
The Largest Frigidaire
Dealer le Mid-Sot,
ONE DAY FREE FREE
Delivery Service 1-Year Service
1 The La -pest Stock 04 1
Frigidair: Ports In
MidsSowth
Factory 10 Medici Dispatched
Tra ined Mechanics Service Trucks
1Appliance Specialists Serving Memphis Area
Far Over 20 Years
We RENT
Appliances
14 Years Service
Award From Frigidaire
We Service
What We Sell
Order by Phone
Inionediefe Delivery
Refrigerator
-Freezer 2-Door 14-Ft.
Bottom Freezer Holds 164 Lbs.
Cycla-Mafic Defrosting
feAllier,-(....fv,
FINGERTIP ICE SERVICE-80 CUBES CAPACITY
• Essen+ 164Jb, Poo
f•eiszer b•low vnfii
slide.out basket and
shaft.
• Flowing Cold in
Rein/141,0w Section
• Automatic drfrosting
refrigerator section
sliding skiff, to,,,,
Mydrefers and more.
NO
MONEY
DOWN
NO PAYMENT
• _ ?IL JULY
1,41•
Only. Frigidaire Gives You
A 5-Year Protection Plan
At No Extra Cost
•
Model DAK
Ned& WAS
Jet Action Washer
ON JET ACTION WASHER
One-nor Warranty—backed by
Gcov'a ,Aotors-for repair of any
detect without charge, plus four-
year Protection Plan for furn;sni me
' replacement tor any defective part
in the complete transmission,
drive motor, or large capacity
water pump!
ON FLOWING HEAT DRYER
One-year Warranty—backed by
General Motors--for now of 3,y
defect without charge, else fox-
y**, Protection Plan for furnishing
replacement for any defective part
of the drive System, consisting of
drum shaft drum bearing. pulleys
and Prot motod
Electric Dryer
179 138
Frigidaire family 40 in.
range at low price!
• Helidaidin OVIII1b014.
big .turkey.
• 40-11o0, top adds 350
sower* inches of recessed
counter space to kitchen.
• Tea storage drawers kr
pots and Pons.
• Two ir,two 6' surface unite.
CS MK. 40 •I•airk
188
win hid*
No Money Down—No Payment Till July
Both Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily
A EAPPIJANCE CO.
701071  nom .
3431 SUMMER
w4 M..161.4
Mee* 324-4406
L. E. Gatlin
R. G. kinkle
FLINTY OP Pell Pendell
WICTEHAVEN
Plum 316.4915
'19 Offer By Pb...houiedlehe Delivery
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WELCOMING DELEGATES—Dr. Ernest T.
Dixen, president of Philender Smith col-
lege in Little Rock, is seen welcoming dele-
gates to the 28th national convention of
Alpha Kappa Mu National 11;,or Society.
Philander
To Alpha
The organization founded by Dr.
Gore, president of Florida A&M
has chapters on the campuses
domiliantly Negro colleges.
Smith Host
Kappa Mu
Philander Smith collegeplay-
ed host to the twenty-eighth na-
tional convention of Alpha Kap-
pa Mu this March 24-26. Of-
ficers of Alpha Kappa Mu,
which has chapters at 65 pr
all of our institutions, "Dr. Gore
added.
Dr. Gore
had been
the aims
e- "ir. the
dominantly Negro colleges,, times."
said Saturday that integration
at predominantly white institu-
tions was changing the role of alumni chapters, there are now
the nation's Negro colleges '.s:ut chapters in Houston, Little Rock,
would not destroy them. and Nashville, and encourage
Dr. George W. Gore Jr., pres- outstanding
ident of Florida A & M Col-
lege and the founaer or Alpha
Mu; Dr. Thomas F. Freeman.
of Texas Southern University;
and Samuel L. Gandy, of the
School of Religion at Howard
University; said the shortage
of college facilities, and facul-i Lug on to
ties and growing enrollments;fess1ona1
would turn the predominantly numbers
Negro schools into integrated' 4Well-paying jobs in a variet.,institutions which would be as-
of new areas, particularly in
similated into the nation's col- 'government and industry, are
lege and university system. 
also opening up all the time
The society is one of three for Negro college graduates.
general honorary organizations At one time. Dr. Gore said.
accredited, by -the National As- almost all of these graduates
sociatioa of Honor Societies went, into .411.„.
which also includes many socie- •
siti°6, but this
is not the eliSe any more. Re-
ties which honor academic achi- presentatives from leading in-
evement in specific academic dustries and government ser-
areas. It is one of only two
vices are recruiting graduates.predominantly Negro honor so-
cieties that is accredited by the,.
National Association of Honor
societies.
GREAT ASSET
"At first," Dr. George said,
"we thought that integration
might bring some retrenchment
for the Negro colleges.
"Now these colleges are ac-
tually expanding, broadening
their base to include many non-
said a committee
appointed to review
and activities of AKM
light of the changing
He said the society
to organize additional
undergraduates to
continue their studies
graduate level.
He also noted that outstand-
ing graduates of the predomi-
nantly Negro colleges were go
graduate and pro-
schools in greater
each year.
at the
According to Mrs, Lucy R.
Adams, Secretary of the Na-
tional Convention, the conven-
tion at Philander Smith was the
Irirgest individually attended in
the history of Alpha Kappa Muil
One hundred and ninety del-
egates participated in the con-
vention. Dr. Freeman is the
oat-going President of the
7,000-member society founded in
1937 and Gandy addressed the
Negro students and tacultr T - -
members ,and we fell there wall
be no substantial of retrench-1
ment.
"These schools represent too
great an asset in terms of fa-
cilities and faculty to be wasted,
especially when the demand for
a college education Is taxing
- - 
-1
Sandridge Gets
NAIA, Rating
James Sandridge, a LeMm,..e
Junior guard and captain of the
college's basketball squad, has
been voted honorable mention
by NAIA in its All-America se-
lections. Sandridge starred at
Melrose High before entering
LeMoyne.
He was ranked 11th by NAIA
in individual storing among the
nation's small colleges. His
average per game was 31.4.
NCAA rated him seventh in the
same department.
Final ratings by NAIA placed
LeMoyne eighth in team of-
fense.
Ininat'al Harvester
Memphis Works
— NEEDS —
PLANT EQUIPMENT
DESIGNERS
EXPERI. WELDERS
FACTORY WORKERS
Apply in person at Em-
ployment Office 8:00 to
4:30 Monday thru Fri-
day.
3003 Harvester Lane
An Equal Opportunity
Employer
GOP Declares
Training Tax
Break Deserved
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Re-
publican leaders would like thel
federal government to give em-
ployers a tax break for train-
ing unemployed workers in skills
badly needed by American in-
dustry.
A position paper recently
adopted by the Republican
Coordinating Committee accus-
ed the administration of "Fail-
ing to giNe adequate thought ta
the problem of matching men
to the right jobs."
It said a "Crisis in manpow-
er" had developed in several'
l areas of the economy, and was
'causing "an impairment of log-
istic support for our fighting
men in Viet Nam."
Citing tax credit now allowed
)iisinessmen who invest in new
'lam equipment and inachiner,
the paper said the administra-
Friday evening convention ban- tion -should now act to encour-
quet at the Arkansas Art Cen- age a similar investment in
ter, east of the Philander Smith human beings — in the Ameri-
College Campus. lean labor force."
George W.
university,
or 65 PM.
EWTUC
AVER"
"4' 'tWide71/4 0.44
4'6
86 PROOF
is
oisroLLIFA IE.
(
8 •
YEAR ()LD
KENTUCKY TAVERN
IS AN OLD SMOOTHIE
The rule is that straight Bourbon must be aged 2 years. Many
Bourbons settle for 4 years. Some for 6. But Kentucky
Tavern holds out for 8 full years. When Bourbon flavor is at
its peak. In fact we think 8 year old Kentucky Tavern is
the only Bourbon old enough—and smooth enough to drink.
196 5
HERFF
FOR SUMMER AVE.
Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic Workers
Everyone Can Afford The
Beautiful
1966 FORD
MUSTANG
$67 Down
CHARGE YOUR
DOWN PAYMENT
$67 Month
Conte in today, and Test Drive the "Quiet" “Chtes"Register For
30 FREE
Expense Paid Vacations For Two
To Hawaii For 7 Days
2450 SUMMER AVE. 458-1151
*MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-.5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
This Selection of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help
Make Things Easy For Mothers Who Have
Children In School - Shop Montesi Today
FRED MONTESI
OLEO Yellow2 1 Lb. 3
Ctns.
Quarters
Fred Mvntesi
ANGEL FOOD
CAKE
12 07. 23
ROBINHOOD
FLOUR PRESIFTED
5 Lbs. 49.
FRED MONTESI
HUNT'S
EACH ES
'Eastman Kodak Kodocialor Film, Sizes 670, 127, 120 1
with this coupon. Limit 2 rolls per coupon 1 coupon
per customer. Coupon expires noon, Wednesday, April
13- Hours 9 A.M. .1..01 6 P.M. Monday thru Wednesday.
9 A.M. until 9 P.M. Thursday thru Saturday.
FRED MONTESI j
CREAM  ES3 14 oz. 6For9t
Halves Or Slices
29 Oz. Can
Talks
19
Roll Pkg.
3 LIMIT
GRADE A
LARGE- INFERTILE WHITE ALL.
FRED MONTESI
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
MADISON STORE ONLY)
PHOTO COUNTER
SPECIAL FOR EASTER
Per
Roll
"NEC
DELMONTE
ORANGE-GRAPEFRUIT-PUNCH
or APPLE DRINK
EGGS FE:
2 Doz. 1 For
DEL MONTE
Early
Garden PEAS
17 oz.
—
171A-401-"c
,
46 oz. 81
FRED MONTESI
39
With coupon nod $5.00 additional purchasit, •xcluding
value of coupon rinerchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also excluded in complionc• with stot• low).
One. coupon Nor cuotomor. Coupon expir•s Wednesday,
Noon, April 13.
"FRED MONTESI
Sacramento
,FRUIT 1c6p7CKTAIL
3 LIMIF
U.
-1.11104
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honored the principal and wife,1
Mr. and Mrs. L.R. McNeil,'
during a program citing them
for 28 years of service to the
community.
McNEILS tiONORED — Teachers and parents of students
attending the McNeil School at Crawfordsville, Ark., hon-
ored the principal and wife, Mr. and Mrs. L. R. McNeil,
at a surprise program honoring them for 28 years of serv-
ice in the Crawfordsville school system, and the couple is
shown here with their children and grandchildren. Stand-
Crawfordsville Honors
big, from left, are Framion McNeil, Sr., Mrs. Virgule Mc-
Neil, daughter-in-law; Don C. McNeil, Odle Jordan, son-in-
law, and Mrs. Wllverlene McNeil Jordan, holding Robert
Leroy Jordan. Standing at left is Franklin McNeil, Jr., and
behind Mr. McNeil is Karen D. Jordan. (McChriston Photo)
Veteran Educators
Teachers and parents of stu-1 Some 275 persons attended the footprints on the sands of time." , Jones, Mrs. Louise Richardson
dents attending the McNeil program, and tributes and gifts Mr. and Mrs. McNeil attended and Rev. H. A. Bankeston
School at Crawfordsville. Ark.,, were presented from a number the Arkansas Baptist and Phil- a welcome was extended by
of former students livin in sev- Rock and the University of Mrs. Corine Bailey.
eral states, as well as from
friends.
The theme of the program
was "Tribute to the Worthy and
Arkansas.
Presiding at the program was
Mrs. L.M. Wilkerson. Following
a devotion by Mrs. Una Bell
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR TIIOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee s.
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
TESTIMONIALS
Paying tribute to the educa-
tors in two-minute testimonials
were Mrs. A.B. Gleen, repre-
senting community churches;
Mrs. L.M. Farley, PTA; Mrs.
G.G. Mitchell, McNeil school
faculty; Rev. 0. Breckenridge,
former student, and Rev, S.J.
Parker, of the East Arkansas
District Congress Youth depart-
ment and First Baptist church
in West Memphis.
Others were S.E. Holbrooks,
East Arkansas District Sunday
School and BTU Congress; Mrs.
Pearl Anthony, Missionary Bap-
tist State Convention and Ark-
ansas Baptist college; Rev. W.
E. Battle, Ministerial Alliance
of Marion; W.C. Potts, princi-
pal of Phelix High school in Ma-
rion, representing the County
Art And Social
Club Planning
A 'Jewel Tea'
The Hiawatha Art alit'', Social
club held a meeting on Thurs-
day, March 24, at the Good Eat
restaurant, and made plans for
the Jewel. Tea to be held on
Friday, April 24, at Flora's
wedding chapel.
Mrs. Mary Murphy presented
a report on the club's educa-
tional project, which was intro-
duced by Mrs. Thelma Hooks.
Plans were also made for the
club's anniversary to be cele-
brated in May.
Attending the meeting were
Mrs. W.A. Bisson, Mrs. Mil-
dred Crawford, Mrs. Thelma
Hooks, Mrs. Lillie Kirklon, Mrs.
Mary E. Murphy, Miss Maggie
Newsom, Mrs. ,Grace Tardy,
Mrs. Zana Ward, Mrs. Willa
Briscoe, Mrs. Earl Greene, Mrs.
Mary D. King, Miss Birdie C.
Lenoir, club reporter, and Mrs.
Lettie L. Poston.
Hostesses were Mrs. Winnie
Hill, Mrs. Jessie Lockhart and
Mrs. Ernestine Martin.
Mrs. Gladys Mays, executive
secretary of the Arkansas State
Association of Student Councils
at Newport; Jesse Mason, pro-
gram specialist of the Fromer
Home Administration; Mrs. Leo
Chitman, district and state N'HA
chapter of West Memphis, and
G.B. Pouncey, superintendent
of schools.
GUEST SPEAKER
The guest speaker for the pro-
gram was Leo D. Jeffers, prin-
cipal of the Harrison High
school at Blytheville. He was
introduced by H.D. Akins, prin-
cipal of Childress High school
at Wynne.
Providing music for the pro-
gram were Ben Gray, Arkansas
Al.18eN college, the Dunbar High
school at Earle; the Lincoln Ju-
nior High school chorus of For-
rest City; Mrs. Less Doll Twil-
lie, who sang a solo; Miss M.S.
Block and Miss Shirley Jones,
who presented a duet.
Gifts were presented by Mrs.
W.M. Golden of the Golden High
school in Turrell, and Mrs. Ger-
trude Walker, librarian of the
Washington High school at
Education association; Rev. Le- Jonesboro.
vi Davis, principal of the Wil-
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FOR THOSE WHO ARE LOOKING FOR THE BEST!
AND WANT TO PAY LESS SEE THESE VALUES
1965 MERCURY PARK LANE BRZY
Power and Air, Automatic Transmission. Like New, One Owner
$2895
1964 MERCURY MONTEREY 2 DOOR HARDTOP $1795
2 To Choose From, Radio and Heater, W/S Tires, Automatic Transmission
1964 COMET 202 2 DOOR SEDAN 1195
ktandard Transmission, YU'S Wall Tires, Like New
1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA S.S. $1795
Stick-In-Floor, Radio and Heater, W'S Walls, Air-Conditioned
1965 FALCON FUTURA 4 DOOR SEDAN $1695
Automatic Transm., Radio, Heater, Air-Cond., Like New, W Wall Tires
1962 MERCURY MONTEREY 4 D0011.5,EDAN $1195
3 To Choose From, Automatic Transmission, Power and Air. Sharp
1961 MERCURY STATION WAGON $995
4 Door, Automatic Transmission, Radio and Heater, W/S Walls. Nice
1961 MERCURY MONTEREY 4 DOOR SEDAN $995
Automatic Transmission, Radio and Heater, W 5 Walls, Power and Air.
1963 FORD GAL. 500 4 DOOR SEDAN $1395
Two Tone Blue, Radio, Heater, Automatic Transm., Air-Cond., Sharp.
1960 COMET WAGON S695
2 Door Standard Transmission. Radio and Heater, W/S Walls
1963 TRIUMPH CONVERT. $695
4 Speed Transm., WW Tires, Heater, Sharp Car.
1963 COMET 4 DOOR SEDAN s995
Standard Transmission, Radio and Heater, W 5 Walls
WE WANT TO SELL YOU A CAR NOW!
Schilling
PARKWAY MOTORS
2144 LAMAR 1244711
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— SAVES YOU MORE
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
7 CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
WHIR( FOLKS LIKE YOu
GET PREFERENTIAL
SIRVItt '
Have Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do Itl
CALL JA 6-8397
White's Chapel
EIGHTS GRADE CLAM
The Eighth Grade class was
guest at Geeter High School on
Thursday, March 24, 1966 for
their Annual Career Day acti-
vity. There were consultants
from many of the selected
fields.
Among the consultants was;
Mrs. Odessa R. Tate, supervi-
sor of Instruction for Shelby
County Schools. The Geeter Cho-
rus presented a selection under
the capable direction of Wil-
Glenn.
Following the general assem-
bly the entire study body was
escorted by scouts to the varied
interest groups, to get an in-
sight on the career of their
choosing.
A luncheon was also given for
the consultants and teacher
hosts. The theme was "Unlim-
ited Careers in a Changing
World." The information gained TEACHER OF WEEK
on Career Day left an Indented The teacher of the week hon-
picture in the minds of all or has been given to Miss Lea-
classmates. thy Kohlheim. She is 4-1A teach-
er at White's Chapel School
EYE CLINIC Congratulation!
The eye clinic for children
from ages three to five was
held at the school recently
where P.T.A. workers were in
charge and included the follow-
ing persons, Mrs. Geneva
Haynes, Mrs. Johnny Peters,
Mrs. Ann Wruschen and Mrs.
Christine Plunkett.
CUB SCOUTS' PROGRAM
The Cub Scout Troop 508 un-
der the direction of Den Moth-
etrs Mrs. Ella Gage, Mrs. Min-
nie Booker, and Mrs. Betty
Ealy and Mrs. Virgie Edmonds
presented a program to all stu-
dents on March 30. It consisted
of songs, a reading and a play-
let. The Cubs performed well
and the program was enjoyed
by everyone present.
U.S. Judges Reject
A Voting Bias Suit
Alabama Negriq Litigants Sought
To Invalidate Local Election
MONTGOMERY, Ala — (UPI)
— A three-judge federal panel
dismissed a suit filed by
Negroes seeking to invalidate
the election of all public officials
in Lowndes County.
Negro plaintiffs alleged their
constitutional rights had been
violated and "the minority
white population" had seized
all political power in the county.
Only five offices are on the
November ballot: sheriff, coro-
ner, tax assessor, tax collector
land district attorney.
The 'Negroes wanted all offices
declared vacant, with officials
allowed to serve until Novem-
The Tri-Sta
Thursday of each
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
i87 Leath
525-9356
ADALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
323-3749
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 a.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9,126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
948-8041
Free Delivery 7 Days
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
EIV1NG ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
525-1366
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
398-3984
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
V6-5051
HAWKINS GRILL
1243 E. McLemore
948-9100
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lokw Rd.
PEST
'EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Lleassed ail Sented
CALL. US BEFORE You ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LITE"
CALL
01. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PM. PA 7-6033
TEETHING PAIN
New liquid ORA-JEL safely ends teeth-
ing pain. Just apply, pain "files away."Recommended by manypediatricians, works fast...
results guaranteed or
Toney back. Also available
Inlet'. .40
ora-jei
ber as "de facto officers" then
every position would have been
placed on the ballot.
The court took exception to
the plaintiffs' claim that failure
to grant relief would leave "the
majority of the peole in town.
des county ... ruled by persons
who have been elected by a
small minority of persons who
usurped power by unconstitu-
donal means' until 1970.
CLASSIFIED
ADS
For Sala
CHEST OIL DRAWERS $C • DRESS-
er base, $8, writing desk, $8.50. all
hardwood; deep freeze, $65, refrigera-
tor, $35, wringer-wiuMer. $15, 5 VS.
dinette set, $30, all in us* 00w.
CHOIR ROBES — NEW & USED.
SPECIAL AT BARGAIN PRICES.
685-8809
LARGE BRICK HOUSE & GARAGE
Central heat and air cond. Must see
to appreciate. Open for inspection. 786
Alice, Longview Heights. 398-4656
CERAMIC TILE
Complete Bathroom n — Low as $125.00
Plastic Tile Repaired Ales - Fred
323-8377 — 357-1538
Help Wanted
ELECTRICAL
DRAFTSMAN
Work with engineering staff in
development of experimental
and production design drawing.
Unusual opportunity to work in
diversified metal machining,
fabrication and assembly plant
Position offers excellent future,
liberal fringe benefits, and
salary commensurate with ex-
perience and ability. Interested
individual should send resume
of past experience, education,
and expected salary to:
Yale
Hoisting Equipment
Division
Eaton Yale & Towne, Inc.
Forrest City, Arkansas
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-1U BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges Oa Saba
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
N
ATHAN'S fl
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COAT$ • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 175 REAL STREET JA 6.5300
(THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
to Defender goes on sale
week at the following location
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
525-9286
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
397-9274
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Deliver)
KLONDYKE .
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentinis
V6-9509
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Volientine
272-3112
KANSAS ST. SUNDRY
L & H SUNDRY
1112 Silverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
526.3682
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines &Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
POST OFFICE -
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 Beale
PRESCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue
942-1582
- ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
327-5497,
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Flordia
948-7453
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
942-1747
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
323-5630
Prompt Delivery
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGON
251 E. McLernore
948-0374
WARES SUPERMARKET.
226 W. Brooks Rd.
948-7943
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920
